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Karnataka; and also to import and export coal and cement for the hinterland in Rayalaseema 

region of Andhra Pradeh. Development of new railway line, of 114 kilometers from 

Obulavaripally in Kadapa district to Krishnapatnam Port, would be crucial for this project. 

The State Government is providing 13 per cent equity, that is, Rs. 32 crores, Krishnapatnam 

Port company is contributing 26 per cent, that is, Rs. 64 crores, and others' contribution 

is 26 per cent There is an equity gap of 35 per cent, left to be bridged, to make the 

project a success. 

The Ministry of Commerce and Industries have been urged to provide financial 

assistance, through ASIDE, or, other funds for the balance amount of 35 per cent equity, 

amounting to Rs. 86 crores, as a grant for development of Obulavaripally to 

Krishnapatnam Port railway line. 

As the matter has been pending for long with the Government of India, I urge 

upon the Government to provide financial assistance, as requested by Andhra 

Pradesh Government to complete the project at an early date. 

PRIVATE MEMBER'S RESOLUTION 

Elimination of Poverty and Providing Basic Needs of Rati Kapda and 

Makaan to Every Citizen of the Country-Contd. 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI (Maharashtra): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I have already extended my 

support to the Resolution moved by a very senior and active Member of the House, Dr. T 

Subbarami Reddy. I would further like to add that it is rather a compliment for him—

in spite of being very rich...(Interruptions)... may be extraordinary rich, he is thinking 

about the poor. If all the rich people in our country start thinking about the poor, 

eradiction of poverty will be no problem. So, once again, I am extending my support, and 

my compliment to him. Sir, I have already mentioned in my speech—I don't want to speak 

for long—that there are many schemes with the Government of India to deal with the 

eradication of poverty. I would like to quote some of these schemes. They are 

Swaranjayanti Gram Swarajya Yojana, Sampoorna Gram Rojgar Yojana, National 

Social Assistance Programme-Annapuma, Indira Awas Yojana, Antyodya yojana, Food-for-

work Programme, etc. As for the intention of the UPA Government, 
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I hope that the Rural Employment Guarantee Bill is, maybe, at a 

consideration—stage before this House. These are the schemes which deal 

with the eradication of poverty. My prevailing displeasure is -I have mentioned 

earlier on a number of occasions to my friend, Jairam Rameshji 

also...(Interruptions). He is there...(Interruptions). He is a key man... 

(Interruptions). 

SHRIDIPANKAR MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Sir, everybody is quoting Shri 

Jairam Ramesh. ..(Interruptions). 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: Certanily, we have to quote him...(Interruptions). 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: I am jealous of his popularity in the House. 

..(Interruptions). 

SHRI R.S. GAVAI: Discuss with him...(Interruptions). The basic criterion for all 

these schemes, namely, schemes for eradication of poverty, the below poverty 

fine. And, Below Poverty Line is a faulty line throughout the country. I have a lot of 

material with me to indicate that the Below Poverty Line is a faulty line. What 

happened, Sir, is that the people who are below the poverty line are shown as 

above the poverty line and the people who are above the poverty line are shown 

as below the poverty line. Therefore, whatever advantages the poor people were 

getting are now reaped by those who are not poor. This is the anomaly in the 

scheme which is meant for the eradication of poverty. I had mentioned earlier, 

and I would again like to mention what our late dynamic Prime Minister of the 

country, Shri Rajiv Gandhi used to say. He had said that out of every hundred 

rupees that is meant for this type of scheme, only fifteen rupees reach down 

below and the remaining eithty-five rupees is taken away by others. So, Sir, 

unless and until we have a remedial measure to identify the people living below 

the poverty line in a logical and rational way, the advantages of this scheme will not 

reach the poor. Sir, sometime back, there was a question in Rajya Sabha as 

to what is the extent of corruption in administration is to the tune of Rs. 2000 

crores. Now, Sir, while dealing with this scheme, you have to count the rate of 

corruption. Sir, it may not be relevant to say that during the NDA regime, wheat and 

rice were exported. But at what rate! They were exported at a lower rate, but the 

poor people were getting it at a much higher rate than the price at which the 

Government of India, the Indian Government, had exported it. What is the 

estimated loss? The estimated loss is Rs. 2000 crores. So, this is the 

phenomenon 
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while dealing with poverty. Similar is the case with the schemes like the Food-for-

Work—Programme and the Public Distribution System. Sir, it has been reported by the 

CAG—I am not telling it—that the blackmarketeers and hoarders are taking advantage of the 

Public Distribution System. So, I would request you that while dealing with the schemes 

meant for poverty eradication, which we have adopted, we have to take all these things 

into consideration. Now, Sir, regarding this scheme, the UPA Government is keen to find 

out a solution; they are trying to do an exercise to see that corruption in these schemes 

is stopped. Sir, as far the figure regarding the below poverty line people is concerned, 

the figure quoted has come down, but the total eradication of the poverty is yet to 

happen. So, out of the total labour force, the agricultural labourers are to the tune of 60 

per cent for whom the scheme is meant. I think, the National Rural Employment Guarantee 

Scheme may extend some help to solve this problem. We have to work in that spirit to 

see that there is no corruption in this scheme. Particularly, in the regime of the UPA 

Government, the rate of growth is slightly up, the target is high, we may reach that 

target. But, Sir, the percentage of poor living below the poverty line has declined. There 

is a contrast, and the contrast is that there are poor people living in a rich nation like 

India. I would say that India is a nation of the rich. 

Sir, I wish to conclude my speech. I have dealt with the schemes also. We must see to 

it that the schemes undertaken by the UPA Government are strictly implemented, 

corruption is rooted out and the fullest advantage of the schemes reaches the poor. 

Thank you, Sir. 

SHRIBIRBHADRA SINGH (Orissa): Sir, before I start my speech and lay stress on 

the points that I wish to make, let me congratulate the very idea, which is in the heart of 

my old friend, Dr. Subbarami Reddy, who has sympathy and soft corner for the 

downtrodden people, living in large numbers in this country. 

Sir, it is a fact that most of the people living in the rural areas are living below the 

poverty line. In a welfare State, it is the prime duty of the governments, both at the 

Centre and the State, to see to it that everybody lives under proper conditions and nobody 

is allowed to die of hunger. At least, there should be assurance of food in the schemes 

undertaken by both the Centre and the States. 
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Sir, the most unfortunate state of affairs is the poor condition of health in the rural areas. 

There are hospitals, but no doctors are going there. It is found that when posted in the 

rural health centres, the doctors try to manipulate things and get themselves posted in 

the urban areas. Last week, one of my friends, Shri Jothi, was saying that such laws 

should be enacted which would force doctors to go to the rural health centres. It is a fact 

that though laws are in place, and laws would be enacted, we cannot compel a man to 

serve in the rural areas. 

Sir, it is a fact that medical colleges are being opened. There are Government 

medical colleges, but they are not sufficient. But in private medical colleges, I have 

heard, and I do have some knowledge, that students who are taking admission into the 

medical colleges have to pay a heavy amount. If I am not wrong in my assessment, 

about Rs. 30-50 lakhs is required to be paid by them. So, when he passes out of the 

colleges as a doctor, how could he be expected to serve the people? Rather, he will be 

more inclined to recover the money that he has spent in becoming a doctor. 

Therefore, Sir my humble submission is that a law should be put in place to appoint 

some rural health service personnel, just like the Border Security Force. There should 

be a scheme, a system like the Border Security Force—wherein BSF personnel are 

compelled to serve only in the border areas—for doctors also, and it should be made 

mandatory for them to serve in the rural areas. The Government should take care of 

such doctors, who shall be meant for serving in the rural areas and there should be a 

separate cadre for them. The medical facility should be extended to rural areas. Our 

Ayurveda and our Homoeopathy medical systems are very cheap. The Allopathic, 

Ayurvedic and Homoeopathic medicines should be distributed in rural areas which 

are very low in price and people can afford them and take care of their health. So, my 

humble submission again is that the law should be in such a way that there should be 

a special recruitment for rural areas health care unit. If the service is meant for the 

rural areas in this way, we can compel doctors from Ayurveda, from Homoeopathy 

and from so-called modern medicine to serve in the rural areas. With these words, I 

conclude my speech, and again I request that let there be a definite system for 

serving the people living in rural areas because there is a proverb that when health is 

lost, definitely something is lost. Therefore, in modern 
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years, the health of the rural people should be taken care of. Thank you. 
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SHRI E.M. SUDARSANA NATCH IAPPAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, this debate 
on roti, kapda aurmakaan is very important. The institution of family was 
created to ensure roti, kapda aurmakaan to its members. When a family, 
whether it was a joint family, which has had a specific theme in our nation, or 
a family of very limited persons, could not get these three things, then the 
community started looking after it. When communities 
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also failed, then it went to religious temples and churches, and they started to 

protect the insterest of these people who could not get these things. Finally, it 

came to the level of villages. Villagers have taken up this work and they 

distributed the work to individuals and thus arranged provision of roti, kapda 

aur makaan. But when the Britishers came to India, they took away the heart 

of the nation, that is, the villages. This was the theme on which Mahatma 

Gandhiji started the national freedom movement saying that there should be a 

grama rajya 

which would bring Ram rajya. That was the motto of the freedom 

movement. After having ten Five-Year Plans, we have succeeded in many ways by 

reaching this target. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN, (SHRI DATTA MEGHE) in the Chair] 

The population explosion nad socio-economic changes and the 

interference by the Government in each and every aspect of the villages could not 

bring back the same village which was there before the Britishers came to India. 

But today is the day which can be inscribed in golden letters. Shrimati Sonia 

Gandhi has brought forward the Employment Guarantee Bill, which is now 

being debated in the Lok Sabha. If it is implemented wholeheartedly by the State 

Governments, especially by the Panchayats, then these three goals can be 

achieved very easily. The real swaraj will come to India only when every person 

in villages will get roti, kapda aur makaan. This Resolution was brought forward by 

a saint, Dr. T. Subbarami Reddy. ...(Interruptions)... 

Lord Tirupati has made him think about it. Even though he is the richest man in 

Andnra Pradesh, he thinks about an ordinary person who needs roti to eat, 

kapda to cover his body, and a roof over his head. 

Sir, though the Resolution says many things, I would confine myself to only one 

thing, that is, the institution of Panchayati Raj, which was the dream of late 

Rajiv Gandhi. He considered it as an important Department to involve in any 

programme under the Planning Commission, or the Union Government, or the 

State Government. The money should go into the hands of the villagers, that is, 

the Gram Panchayat. And it is the people who have to decide for which purpose 

the money should be utilised. 

That thing should be done properly. The Constitution has also been 
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created like that after the 73rd and 74th Amendments, by having a separate chapter, 

that is, Part IX and IX A in the Constitution having Articles 243 to 243 ZG. If the 

entire thing—Eleventh and Twelfth Schedules demarcate the powers for the 

Panchayats and Nagar Palikas—is implemented by each and every State 

wholeheartedly, this Resolution would become a reality and the people of the 

villages would get all the things which are now prescribed under this Resolution. 

Sir, people are educated now. In the villages, schools are coming up. The village 

student is going up to the universities; he is going out of the country also for seeking 

jobs. But he never forgets his village. He sends money to the village and to his 

home and old parents. But even then, their day-to-day needs are not fulfilled 

because the community system, that is, the village system, is not properly looked 

after. The Government is needed for each and every thing. Even if there is a pit in 

front of his own house, the pit is not closed by the villagers. They would wait for the 

engineers or a Panchayati Raj worker to come and close that pit because they feel 

that road and pit are in the hands of the Government. This is the mindet of the 

colonial days. But we have to change it. We have to see that the villagers realise that 

this is our nation, where the Government of India is pumping money like anything into 

the hands of the villagers and the villagers have to decide their fate. The day has come 

today when we are enacting a law in Lok Sabha. I do hope it will come to Rajya 

Sabha on Monday. We will enact that law and we will see that it is implemented 

in letter and spirit. Thank you very much, Sir. 
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 �� Vª��  ह)7  
 

 �ह,��, �! �̂ �, 13 �ह��� ��  �� ह!: ह), ��
� ��  ", "����
� ह) � ��  �ह ��  � 
.��� 13  �# �� V�!(� .   �� �� ह)7 .��, �?
� ���  !��� @��ह$ 	
 V�!���� �� #�( 
#��� @��ह$7  
 

 �ह,��, �Q, ��b� पर V�=� :�� ह?� 7 .  ��� �� ��
-��
 @!��� ह!$ 	
 ���� �1-�1 
	
 V#-V#  
��
 :1 हQ7 �b0 2004 ��  @!��� ��  :/�
 �
 �,1 V
 :" �ह �ह�� ह) 
�� �ह ��6z 
��T �� ��6z �ह9 ह) �, �ह #� ��� ह)7 ह� .  ��b� �
, �? 
� ���, �? 
� � � 
��, ��#���
 �� @@l �
  ��� हQ7...(2�!3
#)...  

 

 �� �� �
� ���� ( :W� ���� ): :� ��.� �� �,�#��7...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 ��MF#
�
�/ �
�/ : ��.� (� ह), #���� �Q �!ह� ��@� �
के �,#�� ��#� ��िu �ह9 ह?�7 

�!���� �� ��@�
T �� ��
��0� ह, 
ह� ह)7 ह
 ��ट� �� �(W�-�(W� ��@�
 ��  #, ह)7 :" ह��� V��� 

 ��'�T �, "� ����1 ��, � �� (� "� �� #, �,#�, � �� �WहT�� �,#�, लो���� ��, 5��� �� 
�हw� ह,�� @��ह$7  
 

 �ह,��, �ह ", ��b� 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� �� ह) 7 ���+�� $�  ह&� �
,N���, 

ह"�
 �
,N��� $� �ह�� �8,���, �WहT�� 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� ��  �#$ $� ��1��ट ��# 
#��� ह)7 �� &��� /�� ��िu हQ7 �� �"  ��6z ��  हQ, V� �  ��6z �� V!��1 �� �� WX ��  
��
 
ह)7 
��
 �� ��� ह
 ��िu �, 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� ���� ह)7  
��
 �� ��� 
��� �� 
�W�?#� �
�� ह)7 � � ��6z �� , $�  �� ��  �/�� ����, ��� �� ���� �� 
��� ह6�<� �� ��
� 
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���� '�7 �WहT�� 
��� ह6��� ��  �#$ �,��� �� ह,�7 �� .  (�
� ��� �� �/�� ���� 
ह9, 

�!���� �� �N� ���� 
ह9, ह��
� ���� V6# ��ह�
� ��"���� �� (� $�  �� ���� ���सा �� '�, 
�"   �� ����� ��   �' ह��
� #N�1 ह, 
ह� '�7 .��� �N� ���� ��  
��� ह6�< �� ��
� ���� 
'�, �Q �ह �ह9 �ह�� ह?� �� ����  ���  � 
��� �ह9 ह6�7 �WहT�� �,��� ��, #���� 1977 ��  
@!��� �� �ह &��� ह�
 17 . �#$ @!��� �� �,1 ह�
�, @!��� �� �,1 "���, .  � ��  � �� ह� 
.��� ��� ��  V�!(�� �!
���  �&� �ह �ह9 �ह�� @��ह$ �� �ह ��6z 
��T �� हQ, �ह ��6z 
/���T �� ह) 1971 �� 
��� ह6�< �� ��
� ���� '�, 1972 ��  ��/��  (� @!��� �� �1 
���T �� 
���� ��"� ह!1, #���� 1977 �� ��� �� 
�"����� ��
ि&'�� �� ; � ��
��0� ह, �� �" �� 

�"ह  � ���, @!��� �� ह�
 �� �!�ह ��+�� �N�7 �ह!� �
�
� ह�
 '� �   �� ���� ��6z �� 
@!��� �@ह� �� 	
 �dN� '�, �� (� ह�
 1 	
 �dN� (� ह�
 �� 7 ह�#���� ��
��0� ह,�� 
ह) 	
 �dN� �ह�
 ह� �"��, ���=� �
�� हQ, :" ���� �
U�
� ह��
�  �' 
ह)7...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 �
0 >
(#� �
�: �� (�`�y �ह,��, ������  �&� 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� ��  
��b�  � ��ह
 �,# 
ह� हQ7...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 �� MF#
�
�/ �
�/:  �,ह,��, �Q ��1 ��ह
 �ह9 "� 
ह� ह?�7 �! �̂ �"���  �� ���� 
�� ह) 	
 �Q $�  �&� ��  ���� "� �,#�� ��  �#$ +N� ह!:, �, �   �� �"  ���
 �� 
���/�� �)�� �
�� �� ���  ���� ��, �Q ���� ह,�� ��#� ��िu �ह9 ह?�7 �\
 (�, �Q ��b� s��! 
�
 :�� �� (
�?
 ���  �O� �7 ��
� ��  (#� ह�  �� �� V�!(� �ह9 ह,, #���� $� ��6z �� , 
$�� 
�"����� ���0��l ��  ����, ��
� ��  (
�?
 V�!(� ह)7 �Q �ह� ��� 16-17  �# �� :�!  � 

�
�� :�� ह?�7 �"स  �� #�#? � �� "� �� .���
� ��/� ��  �+#�\ �,@l ����#� '� 	
 "� 

���� ��
��5 ��  :��,#� ��  U�?50 k���� ��  �#$ �"   �� ��� ह, 
ह� था, � �  ��  � :" 
�� �
�� 30  �# ��  
�"����� ���0 ��  V�!(� ��  :/�
 �
 �Q �ह �ह�� ह?�7 �ह 
,6�, ��N� 

	
 ���� (#� ह� $� सर��
� �# ��   �&�, (#� ह� . �, ��1��6 ��# ��  ���� #��� हQ, #���� 
.��� ", ��� ह), �ह �\]�� ��� ह)7 
,6� ��N� 	
 ���� 1974 �� �\]� ��� '�...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 ���0
O�< ( x� ��� ��घ� ): OX��
��5 ���5 "�, �ह ��# �ह9 ह), �ह 
�g,]�?�� ह) 
:� ��# �|� �1 ��
 �,#� ह)7  
 

 �� MF#
�
�/ �
�/ : . �, �ह #��� ह)7 . �� �ह ��� �\]�� ह)7 �ह ", �\]�� 

���  � �� ��ह�1 ��
 1, $� ��� '�, ���� �   �� ह� &�? # �� '�7 �   �� �$-�$ 

�R#�" �� : 
ह� '�, #���� :" ��  g���� �� ��ह�1 ����� "��� �, ��
 
ह� ह), �  <
 ',N� 

:� `��� ���"$7 ह��
� ���� #, `����b05 �&��� ��  ��`��  � . ��  ��
� �� �1 ��
 �,# @!��  

हQ7 
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�ह,��, ���  ��,��
5 �� ��� . �� �ह� 1 ह)7 ���  ��,��
5, �
�
 s#��� �, 
V6# ��ह�
� ��"���� "� ��  
��
 ��   �� ह��
� $�0%�0$0  
��
 ��   �� �  ��@�
 �, 
:� �e��� ��, #���� ��
� ", V�!(� ह)-2004 �� �1  
��
 ��  :�� ��  ���,  
��
� �y ��  
�1  �&� �  �
 �(W�-�(W� ���
 �� 6���-�6P�5� �
 
ह� '�7 :" ��  � �� �� � �, 
����� # $ हQ �� ह��, ह� � �, :� �e�$�7 �(� �?0��0$0 @��
�)� "� �� ��� #� #��� हQ, 
	
 ��ह-��ह� �6,
�� �� �,��� �
�� हQ 7 �ह ह��
� �,"�� ह), #���� ��� �� (#�1 �" �� ह), 
� �, :� ���"$ (#� ह� :� V��� ��� #��"$7 ह�� �,1 ;�
�" �ह9 ह)7 
�mZ �� �]��5 ह,, 
 ��" �� �]��5 ह,, �ह� ह� @�ह�� हQ7 :�  �
� x�� #� #��"$7 :� V��� �b� ��, ��घ0 �b� 
�� ��� �� �� �
 
ह�7 V
 :�  ,@ 
ह� हT� �� 1947 ��, :� ��   �# 
ह� 	
 :�� ��#� 
��   �# 	
 
ह��, �, ह�� �,1 \�0  �ह9 �N�� ह)7 ��� �� (#�1 ह,, 
�mZ �� (#�1 ह,, (�
��b0 
�� (#�1 �� (#�1 ह,, �ह ह� @�ह�� हQ 	
 $� "!^�O ���y ��  ���� V
 (��� �� �ह ���v� 
ह) �, ह� 
ह��7 ह��� �   �� (� ��+� '�, �"   �� ह��
� ��6z ��  �,  �&� ह!: �
�� 
'�7 �� �,  �&� 
���  (� �� ह!: �
�� '� V6# "� 	
 :%��5� "�7 #,�  (� �� ह��
� ��6z ��  
�,  �&� '� 	
 �� �)U�
T �� ��� �, ���� :� ��� (� �ह9 ��$��7 �,  �&� $�  �� �� :$ 
'�, at one point of time, our pact had only two Members in the Lok Sabha. " � ��  ��� 
:" �, ��  � �� ह��
� �, �)U�
  � ����� �� ��6z हQ, :" ह��, :� ह����� �� %�# �ह� 
 ���7 
 

 �ह,��, :" .  �&��� ��  ��`��  � ���  ��,��
5 �� ��� �ह�� �!O �� हQ, �Q 
. ��  �#$ :��, /W���� ���� ह?� 7 . �� ������ �?�"�, \R
�� .���&6��6 �� ��� �
�� हQ ,
��� 
�W�?#� ��  �#$, \R
�� %��
��6 .���&6��6 �� ��� ", �ह�� हQ, . �� ���� ह��
� �����'� ��/! 
 �'0� �ह9 ���� हQ 	
 . ��#$ 6�#��R�  ��6
 �� ��ह$, ", F D I ���� "��� ह), � �� �����'� 

(�1 ��
,/ करते हQ7 . �#$ ��� �� 
��� �W�?#� ��  �#$ ", :� �ह�� हQ �� \R
�� .���&6��6 
ह,�, �ह #� हQ7 �Q . �, �ह9 ����� ह?�7 ह�� 
��� �W�?#� ��  �#$, ", $�0:
0:10 �� ��� 
हQ, . �� ", V��� � (�
��� हQ, �� #,T ��...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 ���0
O�< ( x� ��� ��घ� ): OX��
��5 "�, :� to the point �,�#$7 :��� 
6�.� +w� ह, 
ह� ह)7  
 

 �� \F#
�
�/ �
�/ : ��
� P��.�©  ह, $ हQ7 �, ", $�0:
0:10 ह), ���� V
 ह� 

 �!��, �
�� हQ तो ...(2�!3
#)...�ह,��, ���� ", "� �G�� ��  ��
� �� �ह� �� ह) 

...(2�!3
#)... 
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�� ���
�	� �9�^ : ���5 "�, �% .���&6��6 �
 (� ',N� �,�#$7 

  �� MF#
�
�/ �
�/ :  �Q ���f�� । ", "� �G�� ��  ��
� �� �ह� �� ह), ह��
� 
:" ��  
��
 �����'� (�.�T ��  (
, � �
 @#�� ह), �ह &�����0 ��� ह)7 ���p�  ��6z ��  #, 
�ह�� �� ह� V��� �#�?�� �
 @#��� हQ, �ह ��]�! # #� ��� ह) 	
 �����'� (�.�T �� ", 

 �पक�  ह), � ��  ��
� �� �Q ����� ह?� 71949 �� @�.�� ह!:, #���� @�.��...(2�!3
#)... ��  
���
 �� �
��� �
 �� ह)7 ...(2�!3
#)... 

 ���0
O�< ( �� ��
 ��घ� ): OX��
��5 "�, the scope of discussion is 'The 

discussion of a resolution shall be strictly relevant to and within the scope of the 

resolution." 
 

�� MF#
�
�/ �
�/:  
, ��
� (�b5  ��P� ह, 
ह� ह)7 ��
� ��6z ��  #,T �� 
:���l� �! �̂ ��P� ह)7 :� @#�
 �? 
� ��b� �
 �! �̂ ��ि=@� O�  � �,#�� �� ���� ��#��7  
 

 �ह,��, ��
� :�+
� ��b� ह) "� �G�� �����5 .  ���  � 
��� �W�?#� ��  �#$, 
.  ��� ��  �w��� ��िu �, 
,6� ,��N� 	
 ���� ��#�� ��  �#$ "� �G��� �� �6��� ह,�� 
@��ह$7 ��#����  � ", V�)/ ���� ह,�� ह), �ह �ह9 ह,�� @��ह$ 7 .  ��� �� ह� �, ह��
� �, 
	
 ��#����  � :�� �, �ह ���� ��@� �ह9 ह)7 :� �?��\,�0 � ��# �,% #�.$ �R�� � ��# 
�,% #�.$, ���� d,6� ��
��
 ह,7 �ह,��, :��� �! �̂ �,#�� �� ���� ���� ��
� ��6z ��   �&�T 

	
  �� ��   भी  �&�T �� ��
� (�b5 �, �N� �w �ह  �  !�� ह), . �#$ �Q :��, /W���� ��� 
ह?�7 . ��   �' ह� 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ����  � ��� �ह9 @#��7 
,6� ��N� 	
 ���� ��   �' 
&���(��� (� @��ह$,
,6� ��N� 	
 ����  �' �� &���(��� 7 ...(2�!3
#)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI DATTAMEGHE): Please don't disturb. 

...(Interruptions)... 
 

����� ��#
 ��!� -
M�
� ( 
�"&'�� ): �ह,��, �! �̂ �/�� ���� "�  � ��#�� "��� 
ह) . �#$ ��� :��� �� �� ह, �, �ह#� �! �̂ �,#�� ���"$, �ह9 �, �Q @#� "��� ह?�7 
 

 ���0
O�< ( �� ��
 ��घ� ) : �,�#$, �,�#$7 

 ����� ��#
 ��!� -
M�
� :  �� (�`�y �ह,��, ��!m� ��  "��� �� ��� ���� �ह!� 
"O
� ह,�� ह), 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ����7 ��� � ��  ���  "��� �� .� ��� ���T �� ��#ि|/ �ह9 

ह,�� ह) तो � ��  �
� "��� ह� ��
  ह,�� ह)7 �ह,�� �Q :���  ��`��  � %�0  !|��
��� 
��� ��  

,6� 	
 ��N� 	
 ���� ��   ��]� ��  �'0� �
�� ह?� 	
 �?��$ ��  
��
 (� 
��T ��  
�w'�� ��  �#$ s@��� ह)7 ��"#�, ���� 	
 ��y� ") � �1 �(�
 �!�� हQ7 #���� �e�� ह!1 :���� 
��  � ,#�,# 
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�
 ���� ह)7 ह��
� �?�0 �/�� ���� &�z� x���� .���
� ��/� �� ���� ��  ��
� �� ��\� .��� V�d� 
 ,@ 
+� '� �� :" ह� ", ����T �, ��#��� �� 	
 ह
� �! $� ������ �� ���� �
�� हQ, �WहT�� 
V��� ���0��# �� ह��
� 
�"&'�� ��  ���
 �� .���
� ��/� �ह
 ����
, �?
� 
�"&'�� �� 
� �� ��&��
 ����7 ���� �ह���� ���+$ �� ", .���
� ��/� �ह
 ����#� ह) �ह (� $� ��#� 
&�z� �W��#�# "� ��O��# ��  ���  � "#,w' �ह
 ����#�
 p���5 y�� �� "#��?a� �
 
ह� 
ह), ���� ��  V(�� �, �?
� �
 
ह� ह)7 �? 
� �
\ 
�"&'�� ��  ��%0
 $�
�� ��  ����N� �� 
(�+(�1 �ह
 ����#�
, :���� � y�� �� ���� ���
 ���, 
�ह� �� 
ह� ह)7 #���� �e�� ह!1 
:���� .� ���T �, �?
� �
�� �� ��/� %�#�� ह)7  U�?50 (�
� �� :" "# ±,� (?�� ��  ��@� "� 

ह� हQ, �"  � 
�� � �� �� �� "��� �?(
 ह, 
ह� ह)7 � ह  �&�� p���5 y��T ��, ��ह#�<� ��  
�#$ �ह!� ह� ����� ह), 	
 �, 	
 ���� ��� :��� (� 
�� � �� �� �, 	
 ����� 
�� 
����� "� 
ह� ह)7 
�� �, &��d ���� (� �ह9 ��# 
ह� ह)7 � ��  �#$ �, V�d� ���� �� (� V(�� 
ह�7 . �� ��
5 (� �ह� �e�� ह!1 :���� ह)7 (�
� ��  �#$ �ह �e�� ह!1 :���� $� V�(��� 
���� "� 
ह� ह)7 ह��
� &�z� �/�� ���� ��0 "��ह
 #�# ��हO �� 1952-53 ��  ��@ �� (� .  
�(�
 s@�� �, ��u �
�� ह!$ �ह!� V\ ,  ���� '� �� �ह �e�� ह!1 :���� �? 
� y��T �� ��/� 
�w�W� �
  ��� ह)7 :" �ह  � ह, 
ह� ह)7 . �� &�m6 ��
5 ह) �� "��� �� �?
� ��y� �ह9 ह), 
��y� �� V(�� ह)7 �� #, ", .  � ���@� 
ह 
ह� हQ,"� �� ����  �#$ ��.�
�  � #��
 ��@ 
��y� �� �� ��y� c� �ह9 ह,�, �� �� ���  �  �ह V�(��� +w� �ह9 ह,�7 $� 
�� V��� 
��@T �, �e� �ह9  ���, /��(�� ��  ��
5 � � ��@ ��y� �ह9 ��#�  ���7 ��� #, ��� �ह 
V��� ��6 ��6�
 ��@ ��y� �� �ह! �@� (� ���� ह) �, ���
� ��  �#$ @��
 ��6��-��6�� 
V/0���yP� ह, "��� ह)7 ����
��� +w� ह, 1 ह), �)�#R (
� �ह9 "��� हQ, . �#$ �1 #, �, �
 
(� "��� हQ7 �Q :� � 	
  ��  � V�!
,/ �O� � �� .  �!�� �
, ह��
� �ि�@�T �� ��y� �
 ",
 
���� �ह!� "O
� ह)7 ह��
� �?�0 �� (�  �� �T �� �ह� �� #N���T �, ���y� ह,�� �ह!� "O
� ह)7 
��� $� #%�� ���y� ह,�� ह) �, �ह ��� ��
��
, �, ��#�� ह)7 �ह V���, V��� ���-
���,  !
�# ��#T 	
 ��� ��  �#$ #N�� �ह!� V�d� ��� �
�� ह)7 V
 ह� #N���T �, 
�e�$�� �, #N�� "� ��� ���� �, �ह �� ��@T �, ��y� ���7 �Q ��-��T �� �ह� ��� �ह�� ह?� 
��  �0�'� ��� �� ��y� .��� f� @� ��y� ह) ",  � �
 ��  ��=���8�#� �� (� �ह9 ��#��7 
. �#$ �ह ह��
�  
��
 �� <
  � ह,�� @��ह$7 �)%�,  ,���� "� 	
 %�0 ���,ह� s ह "� 
�"WहT�� V���  � �̂ �,p�� �� 
,"�, 
,6�,���� ��  ���प 
+� ह), �Q .���  ��� ह��  � :(�
 
��u �
�� ह?�7 
ह�  ��# 
��T ��  �#$ ���� �� �, �Q :� � :pह �O� � �� “.���
� ��/� 
:��  �,"��” $� ; � �,"�� ह), ", 
��T ��  �#$  \# ��  ��� ह), #���� �ह �� 
��T 
�� . �#$ �ह9 �ह! �@�� ��T�� p�� y�� �� ", ����  V�/��
� ह,�� ह),� �� .��� ��O+� 
ह,�� ह) �� �ह �y��� �
��  �� #,T �, �ह  !��/� #���  � ���@� �
 ���� ह)7 . �#$ .� #,T 
��  f�
  G� ��
0��1 �
�� @��ह$, �(� ���� ��  !��/� ��#|/ �
��� �� �ह �,"��  y� ह, 
 ��� ह)7 
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�ह ह,�� @��ह$7 
ह� ��� ��"#� �� �� 
��T ��  घ
T �� ��"#� �ह9 ह,��, �Q �ह ��� �ह��  � 

नही ं@?�?� � �� ��� �� ��"#� �� ��� �ह9 ह), #���� �ह
� @��@�/, �N� घ
T ��  $0 �g0 �N� 
घ
T �� #��
��ह� �� !̂q�-^,��N�T �� ��"#� �ह9 �ह! �@�� ���� ह)7 �Q �?0��0$0  
��
 �� 
/W���� �O� � �� �WहT�� ह��
� 
�"&'�� �� “���=�
 ���#� �#q��.6 �,"��” ", �b�  � #���� 
�N� '�, �?0��0$0  
��
 �� . � @�#? �
��  4,000 �
,N O�$ �� $� �,"�� @�#? ��7 .  

�,"�� �� 30,000  � V�/� �"�?
T �, �"�?
� �
�� ��,
,"�-
,6� ����� �� #�भ ��#��7 
. ��  �#$ (� �Q �Wह� /W���� ���� ह?�7  
 

ह� .���  &��ः!य �� <
 `��� ���� हQ, s@�� �
�� हQ �� p���5 y�� �� �ह!� ����� 
�����
��� ह,�� ह)7 �(� ����  � ह,�� हQ, �(� �#��
��  � ह,�� हQ, �(� +?�  � ह,�� हQ, . �� 
��
5 �ह ह) �� p���5 y�� �� %R�6 0, �@��w � �ह9 
ह��7  ����  �ह9 
ह�� �� $� ��
5 �ह 
ह) �� #�+T O�$, :" �# �, �� -��  #�+ O�$ %,���� ���
 "��� हQ, �N� घ
T �� �� -
��  #�+ O�$ %,���� ���
, dह  �# �� V`��� �
��  �,1 ��8�'z !̂q�-^T�N� 	
 
p���5 y�� �� ��T 
ह��7 .  <
  
��
 �, `��� ���� �N�� �� �ह
T ") �  !+  !��/�$� �� 
�@��w �T �, p���5 y��T �� ��#� �, . �� V�=� ����� ह,  ��� ह)7 . �� �,1 ���� �� ��� 
�ह9 हQ7 
�� (?+� �
�� ह)7 �(! (� � ��  �' �ह9 ���� ह)7 �ह#� �, ��  �b ��  �#$ (?�� ��P� �ह9 
ह,��,�� �b (?�� �� V(�� ह,�� ह)7 �ह V��� :�� ��  V�!�? # VW� �� �)����
 �ह9 #� ���� ह)7 

���� ��� :��� �� गाg (� � � 
�� �
 �
�� ह) 	
 �ह (?+ ��  ��
5 �
 "��� ह)7 �� WX 
 
�� 
 ��\� s@��� ह)7 (?+  � �
�� ��#T ��  �#$ �
,NT 6� V��" 
���T �, (�"� "��� ह), 
�\
 (� ह�� �  �0 �� s@�� �� s@�� �
�� �� :�=���� ह), ", ह��
� �
�
 �� $� V�(W� 
V� ह)7 
�� �N�-�N� ��t]%� ����� ह), �ह ��N� ����� ह), \) ि�Z�T �� ��� �
�� ह), �ह ���� 
��  ह�� �)��
 �
�� ह), ��"#� ��  �� ��
T �
 ���-
�� ��� �
�� ह)7 �ह +�� �� ह# ",��
 
VW� �� �)����
 �e��� ह)7 ; � �
,���
� �0 ��  �#$ s@�� �
�� 	
 s@�� 
+�� "ह�� "�-
������/�T �� \"0 ���� ह), �ह9  
��
 �� �"U����
� (� ���� ह) �� (�
� �� �� � �, (� 

,6�, ��N� 	
 ���  � ���@� � 
+� "�$7  

 �� (�`�y �ह,��, :��� �! �̂ 
,6�, 
,"� 	
 ���� ��  �#$ %�0 
��� "� ��   ���प 
�� �,#�� �� (����
� ��, . ��  �#$ �Q :��, /W���� ���� ह?�7 �ह,��, �� #, ��  ���
  � 
V��� "��� "��� हQ, ��  ���
  � �� V��� 
,6� 	
 
,"� ����� ��  �#$ ^,��N�T �� �  ��� 


ह�� हQ, .���  ��
� �� `��� ���� �� gO
� ह)7  
��
 ��  .��� �
�� पर (� �ह ��� ��T ह), .  
�
 ह�� s@�� �
�� ह)7 ह�� .  �
  ,@�� ह) �� .��� �
,N, V
�T O��� #!6��� "� 
ह� ह), 
�\
 (� 1950  � #��
 :" �� 
,g�, 
,6� ���� �� ��� �?
� �ह9 ह!: ह)7 . ��  ��
� �� ह�� 
 ,@�� �N��7 . �� ��
5 &�m6 ह) �� ह��
� ���
5 �
�� ��#� �5�#� �?�b� ह), �ह 
 �������# �ह9 ह), �ह 
��T �, 
�� ह� 
+�� � �� �
�� ह)7 �w��� ��िu �� :w�� �� 
���
�� ह, 	
 �� �ह  ��]� �
� �� ह� .� 
��T �� �~�
 �
��, .��� ��� �
�� 	
 ��� 
�
 �#�� �ह9 :�� ���7 
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�� (�`�y �ह,��, :� �! �̂ ',N�  �  �� 	
 ���"$7 �Q $� 
��, �� �� 	
 
�"�?
 ��   ��?50 "��� �� �
\ `��� :�ab� �
�� ह!$ ��िu��� �ह�� @�ह?�9- 
 

  �"�?
 �� �� �� �ह� s"�� 
  ह� -ह�  �"�� !̂q� ��7 
  6?6� +�6 	
 \6� ��&�
� 
  ��0� (��%� !̂q� �� 
  ��� �ह9 �� ��� "#��
 
  
�� ����� !̂q� ��  
   � -�ह? �� �ह?  �  ��  
  #�" �@�$ !̂q� ��7  
  � �-��N�  � ���-��ह�, �"�?
 �� �� � ह 

   � ��@� "��� !̂q� ��7 
  d,6�-��@T #,
� &�P� ��  �7 
  #��� ��X� !̂q� ��7  
  �bl ²�! �� �bl  �  
  ���� 6���  !̂q� ��7  
  p�m� ��# �� V�� �z �� 
  �ह� � ��� !̂q� ��7  

  �����# की 
�हT �� (�  
����  �>>! 
�$� !̂q� �� 7 

  �
5, �
5,  � ह� �� 
,�� 
  +�# ����� !̂� ��7 
  ह,#�, ����#� (�
� ��   
   � ��0 ����� !̂q� ��7 
  ����
�, (!+�
�, ����
� 
  ���ह �� 
ह� !̂q� ��7  
  ��/� "� ��   �
�  ���  
  �d�� ह!$ . !̂� ��7 
   ��"��� 	
  �@� k���� 

  :$� .  !̂q� ��7 
  @!��� ��#� "�-������/�T 
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�, �,6 ��#�� !̂q� ��7  
  ��ह���� �"�?
 ��   
  V
��� �d�� हQ !̂q� ��7  
  �W��#�# ��O��# ���$ 

  .� ����� ��   � �!:+-��0 
  �d�� ह!$ हQ !̂q� �� 7 
  �"�?
 �� �� �� �ह� s"�� 
  ह� -ह�  �"$ !̂� ��7  
 

 �� (�`�y �ह,��, �ह ����� x� "��ह
#�# ��हO "� �, ��
 �?�� ���� x� 
�W��#�# ��O��# "� �� "�  !��1 '�,�, ��हO "� �� :�+� �� ह, 1 '�7 �� ��� ��  ����  ��  
�#$ �ह!� s@��� 
ह�� '�7 :" ह��
� UPA  
��
 (� �ह!� s@����# ह)7 p���5T ��  ����� ��  
��
� �� :" (� 6�.��. �
 ह��� ��+� ��  
��
 .� #,T ��  �w'�� ��  �#$ V������� �,p�� 
��� 
ह� ह) 	
 ��� �
 
ह� ह)7 :��� �! �̂ �,#�� ��  �� ����, . ��  �#$ /W���� 7 �Q ", (� 
f6��6� �,#�,  �� �� � �,  !��, . ��  �#$ �Q  �� �� /W���� �
�� ह?�7  
 

 ���0
O�< ( �� ��
 ��घ� ): %�. �! ��! � 
��7...(2�!3
#)... 
 

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I have one 
point, from BJPside, nobody is there. ...Interruptions.. �,�#$ ��T �ह9 �)>�  ह)7 

,6�,��N� ���� �� �ह  |")�6 
��T �� ��� �
�� ��  �#$ ह)7 �ह  �.% �?
� .U�6� ह, �� 
ह)7 .   ��# �� "��� ���"$7  
 

 �
.	 �	 � �
�  (��ह�
 ): /W����, �� (�`�y �ह,�� 721 �9  �� �� "ह�� .WहT�� 
.  �b0 �, �\�"�  ��  �b0 ��  O� �� ����� �� ��50� ���� ह), (�
� �� ह��
�  � � �� ��"� 
 ��]� ��  ��`��  � 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� ") � �?#(?� :�=����<� �
 @@l ह, 
ह� ह)7 
(�
���  ���/�� ��  ���l��<� ��  ���/�� �� (�
� ��  ���
�, �, “
�.6 6?  �#�” ���� “"��� �� 
V�/��
” ���� ह), #���� "��� ��  V�/��
 ��   �' ", V�����0 :�=����$� हQ, �� हQ-
,6�, 
��N� 	
 ���� 7 �ह $� ��]���� ��b� �ह9 ह)7 :" (� �� ���T @�"� $� V
� �  �
,N  � 
����� �� :���� ��#� .  �!]� �� $� �ह!� �N� "� �G�� ��  �#$ $�  �&�� ��  O� �� V�=� 
ह)7 
,6� �� �=� :" (� .���   ���� �ह!� �N� �y �=� ह)7 �� � ��� �� ���� >�� �ह� ह) ��  
 

  ��#, ���� �
 d� 1 
,6�, ह�� .  �
 : 1 
,6� 
  :��� �, � +� ���� . �, :��� �, +� 1 
,6�7 
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�ह� ��
5 ह) �� .  
,6� ��  �=�  � "?^�� ह!$ ह��
� ����  
��
�, ���� ��@�bz� 

�,"��<� �� �
ह ���� ���0k� ����� ह),7 #���� �\
 (� � "��� ��T, �ह यy �=� :" (� 
�y �=� ह)7 �?
� �हW�!&��� �� :" (� 35  � 40 �����  � ����� 
��� 
�+�  � ��@� "��� � 
 
�
�� ��#� #, हQ7 ह��
� �ह�� �ह 
��� �� 
�+� ह) 	
 .  
��� �� 
�+�  � ��@� � 
 �
�� 

��#� ", #, हQ, ����  ��  .���  � �/� �ह9 �� �� V��� ��
��
 ��  �#$ �,  �� �� भो"� 
"!6�  �� , V��� � 
 �
 d� 	
 V��� �
�
 �
 �&� "!6�  �� 7 . �#$ .   ��]� ��  ��d� 
ह��
� ��
m>  �� �, %�. 6�.  !|��
��� 
��� "� �� ", ��@�
 ह), �ह (�
���  ���/�� �� �  �?# 

:w��  � ह� "!N� ह!: ह)7 �ह� ��
5 ह) �� .   ��]� ��   �'  �थ %WहT�� �! d P��.�6  ��  
��`��  � �! d ���� (� ��$ हQ, ���� .  
,6�, ��N�, ���� ��  �&�� �,  ?#^��� "�  �� 7  
 

; � ��� �ह9 ह), :" (� V�w�,�� �,"�� ह), #�# ��%0 �,"�� ह),  ��0"��� ���
5 
�5�#� ��  ��`��  � 
��T ��  �#$  &�� V��" ह), #���� �\
 (� ��  �&��$� हQ7 :$ ��� 
V+��
T �� ह� (?+  � #N�� ह!$ #,T ��  -�
� �� 1 :w�हw��<� ��  ��b� �� �e�� ह)7 �ह  
ह,�� ह), @@l$� ह,�� ह)7 .�&����� �� "��� ह), "��@ �� "��� ह), #���-�,�� �� "��� ह)7 #���� 

�ह  �@�1 ह) �� �! d ; � y�� हQ, "ह�� �� #,ग़ :� �� !>�#�T �, ��  �
 VW� �� � घा -
��� ��  ��`��  � V��� (?+ �, ��W� �
�� ह)7 ��#�ह��%�, �N� � ��  V��#p&� y�� �)
ह ��  
��
� �� �(� �(�  !��1 �N�� ह)7 ��  �
� �
�,© 0 (� ह� #,T �,  !��� �� :�� हQ7 . �#$ 
��� 
 �ह� �� .   ��]� �� ",  !^�� ��$ हQ, ���� �WहT�� ����T �, ",N�� �� ��� �ह� ह)7 ���� 
���, ��@�
 ह) �� ����T �, ",N��  � ह��
� (�
�, ", �� �b �/�� ��� ह), "ह�� �� 80 ����� 
:���� �� �b �
 :/��
� ह), ", ह��
� V'0 ���&'� �� 
�e ह), �, s �@�1 ��   �/� हT�, ", y�� 
V��#-p&� ह,�, �ह�� "# �ह! �@��� "�  ��� ह)7 �Q .  ��� ��  �'0� �
�� ह?� #���� �Q  �' 
ह�  �' �Q �ह �ह�� @�ह�� ह?�   �� �"� ����T �� � ]6 ��\� (
 1 ह), �ह#� ���� �%-

� t]6 �
वा�� "�$7 ह��
� ��ह�
 ��e  � �(���� 
��� ह) 	
 �� ������ ", ����#  � :�� हQ 
	
 �� � ह
 ��
 ", ��e :�� ह), ��T�� �ह V��� 
�&�� ��# #��� ह), . �� $���� ��
5 
�ह ह) �� �� ����T �� .��� �� (
 1 ह) �� �"  �
\ � � 
�&�� ��#�� ह) �  �
\ � �� 
���� @#� "��� ह) 	
 ��e  � ह
  �# #�+T-V
�T �� y�� ह,��  ह)7 .  ���
 ����T �, 
",N�� �� �,"�� �(� �(��� ह,�, "� ह� �  �,"�� �� �ह#� �%-� t]6 �� (� ���/�� 
�
�$�7 . ��  �ह#� (� �1 �,"��$� ��9, �� ��,�%� �� �1 �,"��$� ��9, #���� �ह9 (� 
�� � (� ��� �� �%-� t]6 �ह9 ���� ��7  

�ह,��, 
���  �ह� �� झु)गी-^,�N� ��#T ��  �#$ ���� �� ���&'� �
�� �� ��� �ह� ह)7 

ह��
� �ह�� . ��  �#$ “ .���
� :��  �,"��” ह)77 
���  ��� ��  ��@� 
ह�� ��#� ह
 �0 ��  ", 
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��िu ह), ह
 "��� �� ", #, हQ,  
��
 .  �,"�� -�
� ����  �#$ V��� V�!��� 
���  �  &�� 

���� ������ �� ��� �
�� ह)7 �Q � �� �ह ह�ह�� @�ह�� ह?� �� .  ��ह�1 ��  "���� �� $� 
���� ����� ��  �#$ 20 ह"�
 O�$ ", ��$ "��� हQ, �� �ह!� ह� �� हQ7 V�/��
 �ह ह,�� ह) �� 

�  �) �  � �� ���� �ह9 ��� ���� हQ 	
 �\
 �� � � झु)गी 	
 ^,पडी �� ह� "��� � 
 �
�� ��  
�#$ �"�?
 ह, "��� हQ7 ...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 ���0
O�< ( x� ��� ��घ� ): �)%�, �� ���67 ������  �&�5, .  ��"�  ��]� 
�
 @@l :"  ��P� �
�� ह), ��T�� .   � �� ���"  ��]� �
 @@l ��  �#$ 	
 �,1 ��� 

���� �ह9 ह)7 V�: :�  �  � ��
� ��'0�� ह) �� थोN� ��  �� �� V��� ��� �ह� ��T�� ���� "� 
	
 x� 
��� "� �, (� �,#�� ह)7 :" �ह +w� �
�� ह)7  
 

 �
. 	 �	 �  �
�:   
, �Q �  �, –��� ���6 �� +w� �
 ���� ह?�7 �Q . �#$  
��
 
 � �ह (� V�!
,/ �
�� @�ह?�� �� “.���
� :��  �,"��” �, 	
 ��&���
� ���� "�$7  �' ह� 
 �' �Q �ह (� �ह�� @�ह�� ह?� �� 
,g�
 ���� ��  �#$ #�+T #�+ ��  �G�� �� 
�� #, ��ह��T 

से �ह
T �� : "��� हQ 	
 \! 6��' �'� V�)/ "हT �
 !̂q� –^,�N� ����
 
ह�� �!O �
 ���� 
हQ 7 �� :$ ��� : # "��� ��  ��
5 �� �? 
� �
ह �� �!घ06��<� ��  ����
 ह, "��� हQ7 .  
���
 ��  
��T ��  �#$ �ह
T �� (�  &�� �
T �
 ���� ���$� "�$� 	
 �Wह� �ह�� �
 .�"��� 
�"W�� "��� �� ���� ���� "�$7  

 �ह,��, ��� �� "� �G�� –��ि~ V��� :� �� .  
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� ��  �&�� 
�, �e��� ��  �#$ $� �ह!� �N� ��
5 ह)7 ह��� V��� "� �³�� ���� �)��
 �� ह), #���� ", 
"� �G�� ��  ि&'
��
5 �� ��� �� 1 ह) �, ��
� G��# ह) �� "� �� ह� �,1 �N� ���� �ह9 
�
��, �� �� "� �G�� �
 �� Z,# �ह9 �
  �� �7 . �#$ ह�� "� �G�� �
 �����5 �
�� �� 
���  ,@�� @��ह$7 ह,  ��  �, “ ह� $� 	
 ह��
� $�” �� ��
� ���� "��� @��ह$ 	
 $� ह� 
 ���� ��  ���� ��
��
 ��  ��b� ��  ,@� "��� @��ह$7 �� "��
 $� V
� ��  .  �!]� �� .� 
 �&��<� ��  ��/�� ���� "�  �� �, ��T�� :" (� �"� ��ह��T �� ��  �
�  !��/�$� �ह9 ह), 

ह� �ह�� &��ः!य ��  !��/�$� �ह9 �ह! �@�  ��  ह)7 �ह�_ ����  
��
� ��6��0  ��"?� ह) #���� ह��
� 
%R�6 0 �ह�_ �ह9 "� ���� ह) ��T��  �ह�_ �
 ����  
ह�� ��  �#$ ���, �@z �#+�� ��  �#$ (�  
 
��
�  � �/� ��"?� �ह9 ह)7 V(� &��& '� ���� "� �ह�_ �)>� ह!$ ह)7 �Q �� � �ह�� @�ह�� ह?� 

�� ��� :� .  ��� ��  ���� 
�� p���5T �, (� &��ः!य #�( ���� @�ह�� हQ, �� �� &��ः!य 

��  !��/�$_ �ह! _@��� @�ह�� हQ, �, �  .�ृा&Z�@
 �, �"�?� ���"$ 	
 �) � ��`��� �'� 
V�����0�� :� ह
 
��� �
 #�? �
 ���"$, "�  
��
� %R�6
 �� ��ह��T �� 
ह�
 �ह9 �
 
�
�"T �� 1#�" �
�7 
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:" 
��  � 
�� #, V��� �����
�T �, ��+��� ��  �#$ V��� "���, V���  ���� �
 �"l 

#��
 �ह
 �� �
\ "��� हQ, ��T�� ह��
� ���T �� &��ः!य  ���$� ��#|/ �ह9 ह)7 �Wह� &��ः!य 

#�( ���� ��  �#$ ह�� �ह ��� V�=� #�? करनी ह,�7 ��  
��
� %R�6
 �� � ���
 ���T �� "� 
 �� ,����  �#$ ", :�=��  !��/�$� हT, �� �Wह� �ह�� "O
 ��#�7  
 

 �ह,��, 
���  �ह� �� ������� �� ��� �� 7 :" q#,�#�."��� �� "���� ह), . ��  
�#$ ��"�
 +!# @!��  हQ, �N�-�N� �]6�����# �� ������ ह��
� �ह�� : 
ह� ह), . �� �,1 
,� 
�ह9 ह), #���� �� �]6�����# �� ����T �, �N�-�N� �ह��
 ह� ��+�. ���� हQ ��T�� �ह�� �Wह� 
�!������  !��/�$� ��#�� हQ, ", �? 
� y��T �� �Wह� �ह9 ��#�� ह)7 �Q @�ह?�� �� �� #,T �,, �� 
�]6�����# �� ����T �, �) � "हT �
 (� "��� @��ह$, �"  � �ह�� ��  #,T �, 
,"�
 ��# 
 ��  	
 ��  ��dN� 
��� (� �W��� ��  ��0 �
 :� :  �� 7 .�  �
� ���, �, ह�� 1�����
�  � 
#�? �
�� ह,�7 ह��
� ��  ���0k� ह), �,"��$� हQ, \� % हQ, �ह!� �N�  
��
� V�#� (� ह), 
#���� ���0k�T �, ���lW��� �
�� �� �� .���#���6 �
�� �� ", ह��
� �~�� ह), � �, 
��#�� ��  G� "O
� ह)7 "ह��-"ह�� �m6�@�
 �� ���� # 
ह� ह), � �  �\ �
�� �� "O
� 
ह) 	
 ����  
��
� ����/���
�T �, (�  �������# ह,�
 ��  .� ���� ���0k�T �, V�#� 
"��� �ह��� �� "O
� ह), �(� "��
 ह�  ���/�� �� ��$ $ .  ����� �,, “
,6�,��N� 	
 
����” ��  ��`��  � �?
� �
  �� �7  
 

 .Wह9 �|�T ��   �' �Q 
���  �ह� ��  .   ��]� ��  �'0� �
�� ह?� 	
 :��� 
/W���� �
��  ह?�7  
 

 ���0
O�<  ( �� ��
 ��घ� ): x� $�. $ . �# 7  
 

 �� ��E�� �
� -�'5  ( !"
�� ): �� (�`�y "�, �,
� �ह9 ह)7 �ह 
,6�, ��N� 
	
 ���� �
 ��� ह, 
ह� ह)7... (2�!3
#) 

SHRIV. NARAYANASAMY: During Private Members' Business, this is not 

raised. 

�� ��E�� �
� -�'5: �ह9, ; � �ह9 ह) 7 �,
� ��  ���� �)  � @#��? �?
� �,
� �, ह,�� 
@��ह$ 7 ... (2�!3
#)  

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Your friends are sitting outside, please call 
them. 

�� MF#
�
�/ �
�/ :  ��.��6 �QU� 0 
�",#?�� �
 ��त ह, 
ह� ह)7 ...(2�!3
#)... .��� 
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 ����
 �QU�
 ह) 	
 �,#�� हQ (. ". ��. ��  �V +�#� ह), (. "�. ��. 
��T �� ��6z �ह9 ह)7 
...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 ���0
O�<  ( �� ��
 ��घ� ): �  ह, ��7 V� :� �)> "�.$7... (2�!3
#)... P#�", 
�)> "�.$7 �#  �ह�, :� �,�#$7  
 

 �� \F#
�
�/ �
�/  : �#  �ह� �ह!� �N� ��िu हQ, ��  �,#��7 #���� ��
� �ह�� 
�ह ह) �� �)U� 0  |"��6 �
  ��
�  �ह9 ह,��, ह� -ह�  ��  ��� �
�� हQ7 . ��  ����� ��� ह)?... 
(2�!3
#)... 
 

 ���0
O�< : :� �)�>$7 �#  �ह�, :� �,�#$7 
  

�� P�. P�. �(�  ( ��"�� ): �� (�`�y "�, �Q sह�� �� �,#�� ह?�* �� (�`�y "�, 
�ह ", ���#� ह) “ 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ����” �ह ��d#�  �� �� ��
� ह), sह�!&��� ��  �� �� ह� 
��
� ह)7 �! �̂ ��� ह), "� ह� ���� �R#�" �� �e�� '�, �, ��,"�! ��
 �� $� �\]� �� ��
� '�-
“
,6�,��N� 	
 ����” ; � ���� ��� ह)7 .   �� �� (� ����&���  � �ह ��
�, �! �̂ ; � 
#�� ह), ह� �, �ह�� �ह9 हT�, #���� @#�� ह� "�$�7 ����&���  � :"��� :���� �, 30 
�
,N  �  � �
,N �
 ���� 	
 �? 
� ��� "� ह��� :"��� ��  50  �# ���$ '�, �, �Q �ह� 
�
�� '� �� . �� ��T  ��,@ �
�� ह,, �ह (� ��� #, �� 50  �# �� :��� �#6
� � 50,60 
�
 �6 ह� ह), �1 ����, �� �, 30 (� �ह9 ह), 	
�T �� ��]�! # (� �ह9 ह) �1 ����T �� �, .� �,�T 
@�"T  � V��� �ह ि&'�� ��� ह)7 �Q �ह#� ���!#��� �
 ��� �
�� ह?�, ��T�� @�
-���@ ��b�  �
� 
�)U� 0 �� �>�$ हQ- ���!#��� ��, ह�]' ��, ;"!�� �� ��, ���� ��, ��
��<� �� 	
 $��]@
 

�� +��� �� ��b� तो ह) ह�7 �ह �स#� ", ह), �ह O
# .��%�� �� ह), p���5 �हW�!&��� �� ह), 
��T�� 
��� �� ���#� �ह9 हQ 	
 �"� 
��T ��  �#$ :� 
,6�, ��N� �� ��� �
 
ह� हQ, �ह 
�Wह9 �� ���#� ह)7 �ह
T �� (� ", :� V
�� #��
 �� ��� �
�� हQ, ���� �"�?
� '�, �� (� 
�ह9  � �>�
 :$ हQ7 �ह�� ", (� �)>� हQ, @�ह� �!U�1 �� �)>� हT, @�ह� ��]#� �� �)>� हT, ��"�� ��  �, 
�ह�� �ह9 :�� हQ ��T�� �ह�� �! d ���T �� ह!: ह), #���� ��ह�
 ��  :�� ह), �?0��0 ��  :�� हQ 	
 
"हT ��  :�� हQ, �N� � ��  �ह!� #, :�� ह) 	
 ��#� ��� ��  :�� हQ, ��T�� �ह�� 
��� ��\� 
ह)7 ��� �#� �,  �
� ह� p���5 #, हQ, @�ह� ./
 :�
 (6��� हQ, @�ह� �ह�� (?+� �
�� हQ7 �, 
�ह#� �Q ���!#��� �� ��� �O� �7  
 

 �ह!� ��
  � �Q �ह  !� 
ह� ह?�, �e 
ह� ह?�, �Q�� V��� s"�� �� ���!#��� �� Z,# �
 

��हO ��   ��  � ��\� ��� (� ���� ह), ", (� �R�# �g '9, ह��� �� �
 �N� ",
  � �,��� 

�
� '� 

*Not recorded. 
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�!
��� ��"�� �� 7 #���� $� @�g �
 �Q ह)
�� ह,�� ह?� �� ह��, �,1 ; � �
���  "��0&�� ��  
.&����# �
�� हT�7 V� �Q V
 �|� #� .&����# �
 "�f�  �, �! �̂ ��\ �
�� 7 �,1 �ह�� ह) 
�� $�-$� ��@� ह,, �,1 �ह�� ह) �� �,-�, हT7 �Q ह)
�� ह?�  �� �! d &6�©  �� �, � ह ���?� ��  

�
 ���� ह) �� V
 �, ��@T  � V�/� हT� �, ��@�य� �� �� .#���� �� �ह9 #N�� 7 ��
�  �^ �� 
�, �ह ���ि&66�?�� ��  �+#�\ ह), �ह �, fascism ह), "��0&�� :� �ह9 ',�  ���7 ह�� 
���!#��� �� Z,# �� "O
� ह) 	
 ", �Q�� �e� ह), �!���� �� ���!#��� �� Z,# ��  ��
� ��, �N� 
&6%�g ह!1 ह),� �, inducement  �, � /���  � :� ���!#��� �� Z,#  �
  �� � 7 �� 
# 
���!#��� �� Z,# �� ��?�� �� @!�� ह)7 �� 
# �� ��T �?
,�  � (� ��ह�
 ���!#��� �� Z,# ह)? 
 ��' .��%�� ��  �
� &6�©  �� हQ, ���#��N �� (� ह)7... (2�!3
#)... 
 

 �� 	T �
� ���
� ( �ह��@# ���� ): �ह��@# ��7  
  

�� P�0 P�0 �(� : Please, please ...(Interruptions)... I Know. 

...(Interruptions)... I will talk about you ...(Interruptions)... Please do not interrupt me, if you 
don't mind. �Q  ��� ��� #��� ह?�, �ह��@# �� ��� �Q 
," #��� ह?� ��"�� ��  �+#�\, ", :��� 
V�d� ��� ह), �Q � ��  ��
� �Q �ह?���7  
 

( �� ���0
��� ��Q
��# हP ) 

Therefore, don't interrupt me. ...(Interruptions)... Please give me a chance. �, 
�ह �� &6�©  ��, �� 
# �� ��T ह!:? �� 
#  � (� f�
 ��",
� ह), �,1 �ह�� ��� �ह9 #���7 
1&6�0 &6�©  �, :�  �^�� हQ �� �� �, ^N� ��#� ह� हQ, #���� �� � ��ह�
 .� �� �ह9 हQ 
�हW�!&��� ��7 ��g,
� ��+,7  �
� �� &6�©  �� �ह ह), ��T�� �� &6�©  �� �#Z� � ह), ��8� ह)7 

�� 
# 100 �
 )ट ह), ���#Q% 85 �
 Q6 ह),  �
� &6�©  ह� 80,90 �
 Q6 ह)7 "� ��8� ह,�,"� 
#N����� +� �
 �e "�$�� automatically population falls. This is a world known fact. You 

don't have to force it. ��T�� �"  घ
 �� ��� �e� ह), �"  घ
 �� ���-��� �, �! d  ?^-�?^ ह), �� 
s@�� �
�� हQ �� (#� ह� ह� �#�0  हQ, #���� ह� #N��  �, :10$0 $ . �� ", (� ����� ह), 
���$�� �� #N�� �, �e�$��, �ह ह,�� ह)7 ln other words ���!#��� �� Z,# �R�# � $� ह� ह) 
 ���, @�ह� :" �
,, @�ह� 100  �# �� �
,, ��8� ह,� �,  � �! d ह,�7 �ह��@# �� (� �Q 
ह���� �� �# ���� ह?� 1966 �� ��6��
� ह, ��, :/� ��"�� .���  ��  ��7 #���� :" ��� ह�# 
ह)? ��"�� �#Z� � �� 65 �
 Q6 �
 �)>� ह!: ह), V
 �ह  �@� ह)7 �ह ��,�� �� ��� ह) �� ह��
� 
��  �,  �
� p,' ह!1, #���� ह� 100 �
 Q6 �#Z� � ��T �ह9 �
  �� , �� 
#  � (� ��ह�
 ��T 
�ह9 �
  �� 7 #���� .WहT��, �ह��@# ��, 1966 ��  ���, @�ह� �,1 (�  
��
 :1 ह,, 80-85 
�
 Q6 �� . � �ह!@�� ���� ह)7 .���  #N�T  � 
," �Q �ह�� ��#�� ह?�, �?d�� ह?� ह
�� ��� �
 
ह� 
ह) 	
 �e�1 (� 
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�
 
ह� ह) 7 In other words, education, education, education. That is the trick to population 

control. �ह ", ह) �� ह� "��0&�� �
��, ह� ���?� ��� ���, �ह >�� �ह� ह)7 ; � �, �Q �# �, 

:��, �ह?� �� ���?� ��� �� �� ", $� :�+ ��#� हQ, ���, ��a#����6 �� �ह9 �)>�� ��� �� ", 

V���ह" ह), �� ��a#����6 �� �ह9 :$��7 �� �, V"�� ���� हQ, �� �� � #R�"�, �� � 
�=���#6� 

�� ���� �ह9 ह)7 %��#���6 ह,�� ह), ���!#��� +!� ह� ��@� �
�� ह)7 :� V
 .��%�� �� �\ 0 

�e�, ��\ �
�� ", f�
 �� &6�©  ह)  �?0��0, ��ह�
,
�"&'��, �`� ����, �N� �, ���� 

6,6.5 �
 Q6 p,'  ह, 
ह� ह), . ��#$ ����  #, �ह�� ��]#� �� (
 
ह� हQ7 �� 
# �� ���!#��� 

�� Z,]% ह), सा�' .��%�� �� �� Z,]% ह)7 . �#$  ��,  ,@�� @��ह$ �� $"!�� �� �e�<7 O
# 

.��%�� ��  $"!�� �� ��#�P  ह, @!�� ह), ��"�� �� (� �ह9 ह)7 V
 �ह�� �e�1 �ह9 ह) �, �#�
# 

.�,�R�� �� ह��
� ��"�� ��  #, �� �� � (� ��W� ��  हT, �ह�� ��]#� �� ��1�
 (� �ह9 ��  ��� 

हQ7 �)  � ����, ��T�� �ह�� �, ��1�
 �� ���
 ��0$0 �, ��#�� ह), $�0$0 �, ��#�� ह)7 �ह (� 

�!���#� �� #�+ :$�� �, �, #��7 ", �#�
# .�,�R�� ह) � �� �, ��&� �� $"!�� �� ह, 
ह� 

ह)7 p���5 .��%�� �� �, +w� ह, 
ह� ह) ������
 ��W�T ��, #���� ", �ह
 �� .��%�� ह) �ह�� 

�R�a��# $"!�� �� ह, 
ह� ह), �" ��  ��
�  �� :� :" (� 	
 �# (� ��� �
 
ह� '�7 ", 

 ��# �>� ह)  !��� �,60  �, �Q ��]#� ��  : ��  �� ��qg�� �e�� ह?�, �) � �, (� ��
� ��  �ह!� 

�#6
�@
 :�� ह) ; � &�? # +!# 
ह� हQ ", $�
�� %���% ह), घ,N� ��  ��
� � +��� हQ, ", V�p�" 

��  ��  (� �ह9 ह), �ह�� �� 
ह� हQ7 #���� �ह ����� #, #� 
ह� हQ? ���� �हW�!&��� �ह�� "�$�?  

�ह  ��# ���!#��� �� ह) 	
 � ��   �' $"!�� �� �� ह)7 �ह O
# $"!�� �� 	
 &�? # 

$"!�� �� �� ��� ह)7 �?���a �6��� �ह!� +!# 
ह� हQ7 ��"�� �� (� "O
�  � ����� +,# �� ह)7 ह
 

���� ��  ��
� �� �Q "���� ह?�,  +��G��ह �?���ह 06� +,# ���� हQ7�,1 �!³� ���� ह,, �ह V��� 

�%ि&Z�6 �� ./
-�/
 +,# ���� ह) 	
 ��G��ह (� �ह9 ����, �� �) � ह� $� ^�%� #��
 �)>� 


ह�� हQ �� �ह �?���a 6� ह)7 �� � !O �� ��� (� 
+ ���� हQ, �� � �N� #�%
 �� ��� (� 
+ 

���� हQ7 �?���a 6� ��  #U��-#U�� ���T �� �,1 ��#� �ह9 हQ, �
 �� @#�� �ह9 ह), \� # हQ 	
 �ह 

:��, (� ��� ह)7 $p��]@
 �?���a 6� ��"�� �� $� ह� ह), �ह��@# �� �, ह)7 ��T हQ? "O
� 

�ह9 ह), �Q .  ��� �, "���� ह?� 7 ; � �ह!� ह, 
ह� ह) But school education is failing. That is 

your root, all of you know it. 

V� �!^�, ���� �� ��� �
�� ह)7 ���� ��  f�
 �ह!� @@l ह,�� ह)7 �N� ��
  �  �
� 

#,  �,60 �
 
ह� हQ ��  �
� ��
�� ",N �,7 ह��
� �N�-�N� ��
m> #,, �"��� �Q ��� �ह9 

#?��, �� (� �ह ���� हQ ��  �
� ��
�� ",N �,7 �Q  !��� �,60 �� �ह!� .�"� �
�� ह?�7 :��, 

��� ह), ��
� ��� ��+� ह) :���7 #���� $� ���  � �Q ह)
�� ह?� �� �,1 �,#�� ��  �#$ �)��
 �ह9 ह) 
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V@���  �#,�,  �# ह!$ �� n�1  �# ह!$ ��d#�  
��
 ��   �� ��,  !��� �,60 ��  ��@ �� ;से 

ह� :��� �� ��$ ��  �
� ��
�� ",N �, 	
 @�
 #�+ �
,N  �e� @�
 #�+ �
,N +@l �
 �,7 

V� ��\ �
��,  !��� �,60 "!�%���# ��� ��  �#$ हQ7 ���?� :� ���$��, �� .�6
��6 �
��7 �� 

���?� (� �ह9 ���  ��� ह) 	
 . ��  f�
 ��� ह
 $� :a'�, 6)����# �RU�#��  ���# � 

:\ .��%��  !��� �,60 ��� �ह ��� ��a#����6 �� ह),��a#����6  �� ���1 ह!1  
��
 �� ह) 

	
 ��  �
� &6%� �
�, �ह 6�����# ���#� .��� �RU�#��  ह)7 (�+N� ��� '�, �`� ���� ��  

(,��# �� $�  �&'� ह), �WहT�� (�+N� �� &6%� �� 7 . �, ��
��� 40  �# ह, @!��  हQ 	
 
�N� ������� ह� #, ����� हQ7 #���� �WहT�� �k�6�# &6%� ��, �" �� �ह!� �!�  (� ����#� 

हQ �, �Q�� �ह� �� . �, �n? �, ��T�� :" �� �!���� ��  �.�  	
 �हW�!&��� ��   �.��6&6 (� 

"���� हQ �� �N� �N� ", ���/ ह), ����  f�
 �1 �=� ह)7 ��� �� �!� �� �
��, ��� ��
��<� �, 

+w� �
��, ��� (#� �
�� ��� �!
� �
��7  �.�  �, �ह  ,@�� हQ, �Q (��
'� ��� �� �,�� 

�� ह, :�� ह?�7 �  ��� �
 �! �̂ 
,�� :��,�ह �, /�a�� ��� ह) �, � �, +w� �
 ����, ") � 

�Q�� �#+� (� '� �� ") � (��
'� ��� �, ��
�� �� 
�y  #� हT7 "��
 ��+ :<, �Q �, f�
 
�� ��+ :�� ह?�7 �6ह
� %)�  � ��� :� ���#�� �ह V� (� �Q �e�� 
ह�� ह?�, ./
 �� �/
7 

+��� ���� ��  �)
 �ह9 ह)7 �"/
 ह� ���� ��  ��� हQ, �� । ��
��<� �� ���� ह), �हW�!&��� ��  ��  

."
��# ��  �!���#� �� �ह!� ���� ह)7 ���
� �� ���� �" �, ह� ��. .��%�� �ह�� हQ,  �Z# 

.��%��, � �� (� �N� ���
� ह,�� ह)7 �ह . �#$ �� �Q�� $p��]@
 ��+� ह), � �� &6%� �� ह)7 

�Q ह���� ह� �
 �ह�� ह?� �� V
 ."
��# �, .��%�� �� �,1 (�  ?+� �%ि&Z�6 �� �, �, �� 

�ह�� �� �ह�� �,  
P#  ���� ह), ��T�� �� ���� �� �� "�v�� "���� हQ, $�-$� #�6
 �, 
�@��� ह)7 �� �� �, �� �ह�� ह) �� ह��� ��
� farm .��� $�N ��� #� ह), . �,  �.��6�\�#� 

�  ह"�
 #�6
 ���� @��ह$7 �� ���� #�6
 �� ���� हQ, 	
 �� �ह�� हQ �  ह"�
 #�6
 ���, V
 

+��� �
  ��� ह) �, �
, �ह9 �, ���# "�, �? 
� को ���7 In other words, no wastage of 

water, conservation of water, saving of water, dry land farming. You see, there 

is terrace Cultivation. :� ��"�� �� ह,����
�!
 "�.$, @�%�e  � 60 ��# ह) �ह �����#� 

��ह��N��� ", �ह��#�  � ����� �!
��� �ह��N�� हQ, �� V�  ?+� ह)7 ���� ह��� d,6�-d,6� च�ै %)� 
����
 �! d �� "�v�� �� ��� ���� ह), "� �Q %�#���6 ���=�
 '�7 �ह�� �
 ह��� � \0  ���
� 

��  f�
 ह� हR�6�]@
 �� 	
 :" �ह�� \# #� हQ,"��
 ��+ :<7 in other words, 

conservation of rainwater of India can give you this. Yes, link rivers where 

necessary, where possible and where scientifically desirable. But, great leaders, 

great authorities or the courts saying, 'do it.' That is not the way, Sir. That is all I 

have to say on this water business. �� �� �� ���#� ह)7 �Q 
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:"  !�ह �,��� �
 
ह� '� �� V��� &���# ���� �, ',N� #U�� �
 �?�7 :� ���+��, ����� 
ह)
��� �� ��� ह)7  �O
 �� &6%� �� ��+���  ��  ��"�� ��  �, |#��  �� 1136  ! �.% ह, @!��  ह)7 
 �
� ��"�� �� 117 |#��  ह), �, �����  ! �.% ह, "����, � -��  ह"�
 ह, "����,�ह ��+�� ह)7 
. ��  ��
� �� ��"�� ��  V+��
T �� d�� ह)7 #���� ��"�� �, +��� �/�� हQ, �ह�� �
 ���� �ह!� ह), 
 � �! d ह)7 "� �Q :�� ���� �, ��+�� ह?�7 �w'
 �� "��� ��  f�
 #, �)>� ह!$ हQ, Nalgonda 

�)
ह ��, �Q �� ह!: ह?� 7 �Q��  �
� ���(0 ��+� ह)7 "� �Q �N� � �, ��+ता ह?� �Q �
s ह 
�� "� ��  
 �' �N� � �� '� 	
 �ह�� ��#�ह��%� ��+� '�, �, ��+�
 
,�� : 
ह� '�, �ह�� �
 .��� 
����� 
��� '�7 ह� . ��  ��
� ��  ,@ (� �ह9  ���7... (2�!3
#)...  
 

 �� MF#
�
�/ �
�/ :  V� ; � �ह9 ह)7 ��#�ह��%� :� �e 
ह� ह)7... (2�!3
#)... 
 

 �� P�0 P�0 �(� :�! �̂ ��� ह)7... (2�!3
#)... P#�" ���5 "�, :� �! �̂ �%&6�0 �� 
��
��7 :��� ��
�  � �
=�� ह)7... (2�!3
#)... �Q :��� ह� ��� �
 
ह� ह?�7 V� �, :� 40 ह"�
 
Crore �� agreement �
 
ह� हQ, �  � :� 
�� :��� �, ��� ��#��  ��' �,�
��  �, 
��.s� �, ह, "����7 #���� ", �Q�� �,, ���, @�
 $�N ��#� &��# \�
� 0 हQ7 ��"�� �� (� 85 
�
 �6  � ����� &��# \�
� 0 हQ, #�\ह�� �� �� 
�ह��7 V� �, @�
 $�N ��#�, �,&6 WTO 

", ���#� @#� ह), � �� �ह +��� �� �� � ��  �!���#� +N� �ह9 ह,  ���, @�ह� �ह �ह��@# �� 
ह,, @�ह� :W� �� ह,, @�ह� ��"�� �, ह,7 V� � �� ��� ����7 indebtedness ह, 
ह� ह)7��"�� 

�� �भी �,:�
��6� #,� �/�� '�, :" �! �̂ �!+ ह,�� ह) �� 20 �
 �ट (� �ह9 
ह ��7  �ह?��
 

�� , ��%� ��  :e���T ��  �"v हQ, ���!��
 .�6
�&6 ह), �\
 �ह "��� +, 
ह� हQ, �" �, V�मे" 
V#�� �ह� �
�� '�, �!�#   �' "��� ह), �, �
 ��� ह,� ह,� �ह� ", ����# �� ह, 
ह� ह) 	
 

", ��ह�
  � �506� �� �ह! �@ �� ह)7 :� #, �ह �(� �त (?#��7 :� @�ह� �"��� �6��#�� 
+N� �
�� 
ह�, �1 �6��#�� +N� �
�� . �� .#�" �ह9 ह)7 . �� .#�" �, ��#-
,6�, 
��N� ���� 	
 +��� �� �
�� ह,�7 d,6� �� �� ��  �#$ �)  � ���� "���  ��# �ह हQ7 :� 
� �, �� �� �
��  ���+��7 
 

 �Qह��s  ��  ��
� �� $� ��� �ह�� @�ह�� ह?�7 ह��s  �,  
��
 V� �ह!� �e��� (� 
�� 
ह� ह), @�� #,� �� 
ह� हQ, �ह!� V�d� ह), �ह �ह
T �� ह, "����o #���� O
# ह��s  ��, ��� 
��#T �, (� .�6
�&6 c� #,� ��#�� @��ह$7 ��"�� �� �� �ह9 (� हT, ह
 :��� �, V��� ��@� 
���� �, ���� ����� ��  �#$, V
 � �, �, ��
� ����  �
�� हQ, �, $� #�+ �� �"l �� ��, 
�, .  � �! d �ह9 ��N��7 
��� "�.  
��
 ��  ��  �ह!� �) � ह)7 �ह O# 
ह� ह), :��, ��� ह) 
�ह ��/
-��/
 @#� "��� ह)7 ...(2�!3
#)... 
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�� ���
� ���� :  . ��  �#$ �,"�� ह), .���
� :��  �,"��7  
 

 �� P�0P�0 �(�: :� � �, %6�
 ��
��, <
 �e�.��, ��� ��  #,T �, ���� ��  
�#$ �"v ���"$, ���� (� ह� ह)7 ���, (� ���� ����� ��  �#$ $� #�+ ��# "���, �, �� (� 
����  ���� ���  �� 7  
, �Q V��� ��� V(� +w� �
�� ह?�7 :��� 15 ���6 ��  �#$ �ह� '�, �Q 
�ह� �O� �7 �Q �1 ��
  ,@�� ह?� ��  
��
 �� � �� (� ह,, &6�6 �� ह, ��  �6
 �� ह,, � ��  
��� ��� ह) $� �, #R $�% :%0
 ����,���� ह� #, V�� @)�  � �ह? –���6�T �, #��
 
ह  �� 7 
�? 
� �e�1 ह)7  ���  �#$ �e�1 ���� +@v ��  �e�17 ", #N���T ��  �#$ �
 
ह� हQ, ") � ��#� 
���y� �� #N���T ��  �#$ ���� ह), �ह �ह!� V�d� ��� ह)7  � #N���T ��  �#$ �e�1 �!�� �
 
�,, �Q �, �ह�� ह?� �हW�!&��� �� �e�1 �!�� �
 �,7 .  � +!� ह� �]��5 ह, "����7 � \0  
#N���T ��  �#$ � \0  #N���T �� �e�1 �!�� �
 �,7 �?���a 6� �� ह� �
 �,, . �� ����� 
+@l :���?... (2�!3
#)... 
 

 �'0 7�	
 <�)�  ( !"
�� ): ह��
� 
��� �� 25  �# �� #N���T ��  �#$ �e�1 
�!�� ह)7... (2�!3
#)... 
 

 �� P�0P�0 �(�: �! �̂ ��� ह) :� �ह!� �! d �
 @!�� हQ, �Q :��, �/�1 ���� ह?�7... 
(2�!3
#)... 

SHRIMATILAL SARKAR (Tripura): We are also doing it in our State. 
 

�� P�0P�0�(� : 'Q��!7 

 #���� �� 
� @�g ह)  �ह� ���� ह)]'7 �ह &6�6 �� %�?6� ह) �� ह
�� :��� �, 


�g���# .#�" ��#� , द��.��� ��#�, ") � �� �  ��� ह� @@l �
 
ह� '�7 V� .  ��� �� 
���.�T �� (� �ह ह�#� ह, 
ह� ह) �� ����� #, V� ह,6# �]@
 ��  V&���#T �� "�  ��� हQ? 
�ह!� ',N� #, ह)7 ���� #, �, ��ह
 �)>�
 ह� �
 "�$��7 V� ह)]' �R�a��# ह, 
ह� ह), . �� 
�! �̂ s@�� ह)7 ��"�� �� (� ", �!
��� V�p�"T ��   �� ��  � ��#  "0� '� 	
 �%ि&Z�6 हRि&�6]  
@#�$ "��� '�, �� ��हO "� ��   �� �� (�, .���
� ��/� ��   �� �� (� @#�$ "��� '�7They were 

reasonably good. They gave good services. :" �� +w� �
��  ��
�,
��� �� 
ह� ह)7 
ह
 @�g ��  ��
�,
��� �� 
ह� हQ, �, =���� "��� �� (� �,1 ��
�,
��� ���� ���"$, /W����7  

SHRI B.K. HARIPRASAD (Karnataka): Thank you, Mr. Deputy 
Chairman, Sir. I rise to support the Resolution moved by my friend, Dr. T. 
Subbarami Reddy. As rightly said by hon. Gilljj and my vocal friend, Shri 
Rudra Narayana Pany, roti, kapda aur makan is a slogan brought out 
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from a film, where Mr. Manoj Kumar was the hero. I would have appreciated, Dr. Reddyji, if 

you had added, what Gillji has mentioned, education and health also. What is the 

percentage of population in this country that has got access to good health? And, what is 

the percentage of the population that has got access to the good basic education. When the 

Members spoke on the subject, they talked about garibi hatao. My leader, late Shrimati 

Indiraji, when she was the Prime Minister, knew the pulse of the people. She had toured 

throughout the length and breadth of this country — from Kashmir to Kanyakumari and 

from Kutch to Kohima. She herself saw the agony of people throughout the country and 

brought out a very popular slogan. And, through that, we all have seen how the Green 

Revolution had taken place. But let me remind some of my friends, who were criticising the 

garibi hatao, my leader did not pick up this slogan from a Raymond's advertisements. 

The feel-good factor, which came from the Raymond's advertisement, not from the 

poeple, or, the feelings of the people. This is a difference between my party and the other 

party. (Interruptions) Yes, we had lost in 1977. There is no dobt about that. But the 

Green Revolution, which was brought by late Indiraji is still lauded throughout the world. 

She was a lady who took initiative to eradicate poverty in this country. 
 

�� �� �
� ����:   
, �,1 �) ����6 ����&6
 �ह9 ह)?  

�� ���0
��� :  �,#�
 :$ हQ concerned minister हQ �ह�� Carry on. 

SHRI B.K HARIPRASAD: Sir, Indiraji, throughout her career, had thought of poor people. 

And, whatever best she could do, she did, whether it was the nationalisation of Banks, or, 

the stoppage of the Privy Purses. Now, let me come to 2004 or 1990, where our present 

Prime Minister, had initiated the liberalisation movement in this country. He could not 

implement some of the major programmes after 1996. The first job that was done by 

the NDA Government, after 1998, was privatisation of the Modern Foods. The concept of 

establishing the Modern Foods was to provide bread to the poorest of the poor at 

subsidised prices. But that was privatised by whom, Sir? It was privatised by the people who 

talk of ...(Interruptions) Subbarami Reddy says that he is a richman and he has brought forward 

this Resolution. Fine! My party, our cadre, has been trying amongst the people. We have 

not been trying in the shakhas of Nagpur, where hollow discipline is imposed. That kind of 

discipline is seen in a circus also. Even the wild animals...(Interruptions) Sir, even 

the wild animals....(Interruptions) 
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�� MF#
�
�/ �
�/ :   
, $� �, �,
� �ह9 ह), �? 
� ���� (� �ह9 हQ7...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 �� ���0
��� :  �ह9, �ह9, :� �)�>$7...(2�!3
#)... 
 

 �� -�0 	� 0 ह����
�  "� :� �,# 
ह� '�, ह�  !� 
ह� '� 7 ',N� :� (�  !� 

#��"$7...(2�!3
#)... 

 �� MF#
�
�/ �
�/:  �Q ��\� 6,��-�6P�5� ��  ��@ �� �,#� ...(2�!3
#)... 

 �� -�0 	� 0 ह����
�:  �Q (�, ��@ �� �,#�� ह?�, #����...(2�!3
#)... 

 �� ���0
��� : :� �)�>$7...(2�!3
#)...���5 "�, :� �)�>$7...(2�!3
#)... 

 �� MF#
�
�/ �
�/ :  �,
� �ह9 ह)7 ...(2�!3
#)... Where there is no quorum, it is 

not a forum....(Interruptions).... 

�� ���0
��� : :� �)�>$, :� �)�>$7 

SHRI B.K. HARI PRASAD: We have been trying to serve the people. 
It is not a hollow ideology, which is not acceptable to the people. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please come to the subject. 

SHRI B.K. HARIPRASAD: Sir.Shri Jairam Rameshji may not agee 

with me on this point. After the liberalisation, the poor people have become 

the victims. Though the Banks have reduced their interest rates, they do not 

get loans to construct their houses. Though the interest rates in the 

cooperative societies have also come down, but the poor people do not get 

loan from these cooperative Banks. Sir, even the well known, popular, textile 

mills of this country have been closed down. There were days when poor 

people used to get clothes at subsidised prices, but after privatisation and 

liberalisation even that kind of subsidised clothes are not available in the 

market. Whatever programmes we might have brought in, the victims are the 

poorest of the poor, whether it is in the housing sector, or in the clothing 

sector or in the food sector. My appeal to Dr. T. Subbarami Reddy is, please 

try to convince Shri Jairam Rameshji so that the poorest of the poor also get 

the benefit of liberalisation. 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH: That is why, we have the Employment 

Guarantee Bill. 
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SHRI B.K. HARIPRASAD: That is a good programme. As far as education 

and health are concerned, we have been witnessing this and, day before 

yesterday, Shri A.K. Anthony, a senior Member of this House raised the issue 

of judgement of the Supreme Court whereby reservation has been withdrawn 

from the private colleges. Unless the weaker sections of the society is 

supported by reservation, they cannot have higher education. I come from 

Karnataka. There was a PIL filed in the Supreme Court on the Central 

Entrance Test. For your information, Sir, in the court for a PIL, there was not 

even a single advocate, known worth his name, who was there to argue for 

the sake of this PIL. All the top advocates were booked by these private 

medical colleges and engineering colleges and the judgement went against 

the PIL and the poor people had to pay. Of late, the courts are not giving the 

judgement, they are giving the decision, as rightly said by Shri Gill. So, this 

august House to think about this serious matter where the poor people are 

looking for justice from the court. 

I now come to the issue of education. Shri Gill has seen this country pretty 

well as a bureaucrat and as an Election Commissioner. He knows that during 

the elections most of the booths are located in the schools. He knows the 

condition of the schools in this country. Where from do you get such huge 

funds to reshape the schools? As he rightly said, Bangalore, Karnataka and 

Maharashtra—Shri Datta Megheji is here—are known for educational 

institutions. But, do the poor people have access to these colleges and 

schools? Only people with big money can get admission in these colleges 

and the poor are denied this education. If the poor go for higher education, 

somewhere or the other hurdles are there in the name of merit also. A proper 

atmosphere should be created in this country, as rightly said by Mr. Gill, like 

in the State of Kerala where almost 83 per cent of the population is educated. 

So, my point is, alongwith roti, kapada aur makaan, we should insist on 

education and health, so that the poor man gets good education and health. 

With these words, I support the Resolution moved by Dr. T. Subbarami 

Reddy. Thank you. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: This debate, then reply by Dr. Reddy and also 

by the Minister have to conclude today. 

�� �'�� �
� !'�
  ( d�� e ): �� (���� "�, :�
5�� %�0  !|��
��� 
��� "� �� ", 
 ��]� �&�!� ���� हQ, �Q � ��  �'0� �
�� ह?�7 �� (���� "�, ��� �� :"��� ��  ��� ह� 

��y� ��  y�� �, ��+�, �, �� �%� "��ह
 #�# ��हO "� �� �ह� '� �� �!���� ��  ",  �'0 
�mZ 
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हQ, ���� � 
�mZ ह),�� ���� � 
�mZT ��  �!���#� �� sह�!&��� �, :�
 +N� ह,�� ह)7 �! �̂ ��� 
ह) �� ��
 ���� ��  �� ��, �� $� �ह!� �N�  (� �� ���%� "��ह
 #�# ��हO "� �� �ह� '� �� 
.  ��� �� �
��� ��  �#$ ��y� �� �ह!� :�=���� ह)7 "� ���%� "��ह
 #�# ��हO $� घ�6� 
(�b5 �� @!��  �� ����   �' ", V�/��
� '�, �WहT�� �ह� ���%� "�, .� �� ��T ��  �]#� ����� 
��  ���#� ��, ������ ��� ��  ���#� ��,  �.�  ��  ���#� �� ��� �N�� ��#� ह)7 .���  �]#� �! d 
�N�� ��#� �ह9 ह)7 �! �̂ ��� ह) �� ���%� "� �� "��� ���� '� �� .Wह� �� ��T ��  ��@T ��  � 
:��-��#�  �� �Q �)����� हT�, ������ ��� �, "���� ��#� हT� 	
 �!���� ��  ���� � 

�mZ, ", :" sह�!&��� �, �,�� �"v �� �!]� ����� हQ, �� ���� �हW�!&��� ��  ��
� �� ���� 

�� ��#��7 ������ �� (���� "�, ��y� ��  y�� ��, ����� ��  y�� ��, ������ ��� ��  y�� �� 
�!���� �� (�
��b0 �� V��� ��� �ह!� f� @� ���� ह)7 . ��   �'- �' �"� #,T �� ���%�"� �� 

��  � V��� 
�� ��#�1, �� �ह!� :� �e�, #���� ह�� ��� �� �
\ (� ��+�� ह)7 %�0  !|��
��� 

��� " �� 
,6�, ��N� 	
 ���� �� ��� 
+� ह), �ह$� �ह!� ह� �हw��?50 ��� ह)7 ��/� "� �ह� 
�
�� '� �� V
 ह�� .  �!]� �� 
��� �, ह6��� ह) �, ह
 ��� �, .  ���#� ��  ��W� ����� 
ह,�7 �  ��� �� ��  �
�  !��/�$� हT, "ह�� ��� �� #, +��� �
�, ��� �� #,T �, +��� ��  ���� 
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SHRIV. NARAYANASAMY: Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, my friend, Dr. 
T. Subbarami Reddy, has brought a very important Resolution. Roti Kapda 
aur Makaan in the policy of the Congress Party. When Shrimati Indira Gandhi 
was the Prime Minister of this country, she brought the slogan Garibi Hatao. 
One hon. Member has also mentioned this. Sir, India lives in villages. 
Therefore, schemes are being introduced and implemented by the 
Government of India during various periods for providing social security, 
taking care of agriculture sector, health sector, education, services and 
everything. These schemes are for the welfare of the people and for providing 
them basic amenities. However, there is one area or lacuna to which I want to 
draw the attention of the hon. Minister. The Central Government allocate 
funds for the various schemes and for anti-proverty programmes, which 
Indiraji brought for the poorer sections of the society. Thereafter, these 
schemes and programmes are implemented in various ways for providing 
shelter to the poor people. Subsidy is given by the Government Food subsidy 
is also given to the people. Schemes are also being implemented in schools 
and other places for providing facilities to the children. In some States, funds, 
which have been given for the poorer sections of the society for their well-
being, are not being fully utilised under the schemes. I want to stress this 
point on the hon. Minister. The Central Government should get the report 
about the utilisation of funds if funds have been allocated to State 
Governments/The Central Government should be very strict because most of 
the State Governments are not declaring that funds are coming from the 
Centre. I am referring to every State, Opposition-rules as well as Ruling-party 
ruled States-whether it is the State of Gujarat or Tamil Nadu. They are saying 
that funds are their own and they are implementing schemes on their own. 
Therefore, I want a review of the various schemes by the Planning Ministry 
that have been started by the Government, or for which funds have been 
allocated at the time of implementation, and causes of failures. I want the 
hon. Minister for Planning to have a look at it and to see that funds allocated 
have been thoroughly utilised for the purpose for which they are given. Thank 
you. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Minister, you have 10 to 12 minutes because this 

Resolution has to be voted today, and according to Ruels, we can go up to five hours five 

minutes. After you reply, the Mover of the Resolution has to reply. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF PLANNING (SHRI M.V. 

RAJASEKHARAN): Sir, my only submission is that a lot of issues and points have arisen. 

So, I must do justice that the UPA Government is doing all these things. That is why, I 

would request you to be a little bit liberal. Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, There is no doubt 

that the Resolution tabled by the hon. Memebr. Dr. T. Subbarami Reddy, has raised important 

issues regarding the well-being and the quality of life of our people. A number of other 

hon. Members have also expressed their views on the Resolution. 

I would only like to point out that the Government is sensitive, paticularly our 

UPA Government, to the issues raised by them and that a comphrehensive policy and plan 

of action in regard to most of the issues raised by the hon Memebrs, while participating in 

the discussion on the Resolution, have already been laid out in the Tenth Five Year Plan 

document. In addition, the National Common Minimum Programme of the United 

Progressive Alliance Government has made specific recommendations about each 

of these issues. The commitments made in the National Common Minimum Programmes 

have been appropriately incorporated in the Mid-term Appraisal of the tenth Five Year Plan 

which was agreed to in the recently held meeting of the national Development Council 

chaired by our honourable and respected Prime Minister and is now available in the 

Parliament Library. Sir, before I come to the individual points made by the hon. Members of 

Parliament, I would like to make two quick observations on two of the points made. 

One, on the issue relating to the comprehensive policy of interlinking of rivers, it may 

be mentioned that the National Water Development Agency (NWDA), based on the water 

balance and pre-feasibility studies carried out by it, has identified 30 links, that is, 14 

under the Himalayan component and 16 under Peninsular component, for preparation 

of feasibility reports. A special cell under the Ministry of Water Resources has been 

constituted for taking follow-up action on the inter-linking of rivers under this 

programme. For encouraging greater Foreign Direct Investment, the National Common 

Minimum Programmes states that the FDI will continue 
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to be encouraged and actively sought, particularly in the areas of 

infrastructure, high technology and as far as the export potential is concerned. 

Now, Sir, I would like to come to the action being taken with reference to each 

of the points mentioned in the Resolution as well as referred by our hon. 

Members who spoke just now and the other day. First, plan of action to eliminate 

poverty—a number of Members have expressed concern over the prevalence of 

poverty and sufferings of the poor in the country. These include our hon. 

Members, such as Shri Surendra Lath, Shri Matilal Sarkar, Prof. Ram Deo 

Bhandary, Shri R.S. Gavai, Shri Birabhadra Singh, Dr. Faguni Ram, Ms. Pramila 

Bohidar, Shri Natchiappan and Shri Rudra Narayan Pany, who spoke so 

forcefully forgetting about how their Government did when they were in power. 

And, he must recognise that the UPA Government has gone all out to see that the 

poorer sections of our population are given the highest priority. Then, Sir, Shrimati 

Jamana Devi Barupal has also spoken, our friend who is present here, Shrimati 

Kum kum Rai, Dr. M.S. Gill, our good friend from Karnataka, Shri B.K. 

Hariprasad, Shri Motilal Vora, Shri Manaklao, and lastly, our good friend Shri 

Narayanasamy, all these people have drawn our attention to the various issues facing 

our country. Therefore, Sir, I would like to say that the Government shares their 

concerns. However, the Tenth Five Year Plan addresses this problem quite 

comprehensively. The growth and poverty reduction approach of the Tenth Five 

Year Plan integrates four main components. First, agricultural development is 

viewed as a core element of the Plan, since growth in this sector is likely to 

lead to the widest spread of the benefits, especially to the rural poor. Sir, in fact, 

very often, rural poor are being mentioned here. 

In this context, it is recognized that policies facilitating agricultural growth 

including land reforms and watershed development are crucial. In fact, some of 

the Members who were speaking during their time of presentation, they referred to 

the issue of land reforms also. Therefore, Sir, land reforms and watershed 

development are crucial. 

Second, it is emphasized that quality and the pattern of growth are also 

important. The Plan aims at attaining rapid growth in sectors which have a large 

employment potential. These include sectors such as construction, tourism, 

transport, small-scale industry, modern retailing, IT-enabled services and a 

range of other new services, which need to be promoted 
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through supportive policies. Third, in order to supplement the impact of growth, 

specific programmes aimed at special target groups and building safety nets which 

have long been part of India development strategy are being strengthened to 

ensure that they are effective in achieving their objectives. Fourth, Sir, efforts 

are being made to reduce inter-regional disparities through greater focus on 

growth in backward States and regions in order to promote regional 

development. 

The Government is implementing several anti-poverty programmes, both in the 

rural and urban areas. The major Rural Poverty Alleviation Programmes are 

as follows. 

The Swaranjayanti Gram Swarozgar Yojana (SGSY) has the objective bringing 

assisted poor families above the poverty line by organizing them into Self Help 

Groups through the process of social mobilisation, their training and capacity 

building and provision of income generating assets through a mix of Bank credit 

and Government subsidy. The SGSY programme is conceived as a process-

oriented programme for the poor with emphasis on social mobilization and 

formation of Self Help Groups. The Sampooma Grameen Rozgar Yojana (SGRY) 

aims to provide additional wage employment in all rural areas and thereby provide 

food security and improve nutritional levels. The secondary objective is the creation of 

durable community, social and economic assets and infrastructurel development 

in rural areas. The SGRY is open to all rural poor who are in need of wage 

employment and desire to do manual and unskilled work in and around their 

villages. 

Sir, Shri Matilal Sarkar, Prof. Ram Deo Bhandary and Dr. Faguni Ram in their 

intervention, have stated that hunger, malnutrition and poverty are indeed very 

serious problems. In this connection, I would like to mention that the Targeted 

Public Distribution System is designed precisely to meet the nutritional 

requirements of BPL households. In addition, the National Food-for-Work 

Programme is being implemented in 150 most backward districts of the country 

from November 14,2004. The objective of the Programme is to provide additional 

resources to 150 most backward districts of the country so that generation of 

supplementary wage employment and provision of food security through creation 

of need based economic, social and community assets in these districts is further 

intensified. Foodgrains are provided to the States free of cost. Works are 
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taken up under the Programme in 'accordance with the Five Year Perspective 

Plan. The Collector is responsible for preparation of the Perspective Plan and 

programme implementation. The National Rural Employment Guarantee Bill has been 

tabled in Parliament on 21.12.2004. The Bill provides that the State Governments 

shall, in the rural areas, provide to every poor household, whose adult members 

volunteer to do unskilled manual work, 100 days of such work in a financial year. It has 

been proposed that in order to make the programme result-oriented, the scheme should 

be implemented in phases and, accordingly, in the first phase, the proposed legislation 

would be implemented in 150 most backward districts of the country where the 

National Food for Work Programme is already under implementation. Based on the 

experience of the first phase, the proposed legislation would be implemented in other 

districts. 

As far as urban poverty is concerned, the Swama Jayanti Shahri Rojgar Yojana (SJSRY) 

aims to provide gainful employment through setting up of self-employment ventures or 

provision of wage employment. This is a demand-driven scheme, however, an annual 

target of 80,000 under self-employment and one lakh persons under training sub-component 

has been fixed by the Ministry. 

I am sure, Sir, with these programmes, along with raising the growth rate, we would 

be able to reduce and ultimately eliminate poverty. I would like to emphasise on 

these points and draw the attention of our Members who have expressed so much 

concern. Shri Surendra Lath, Shri Ram Narayan Sahu and Dr. Manaklao, in particular, 

have expressed concern that people have to travel long distances in search of drinking 

water. In this connection, Sir, I would like to say that India has achieved remarkable 

success in providing safe drinking water to the majority of the rural population through 

the Rural Water Supply Programme. The nation is committed to provide safe 

drinking water facility to all rural population. One of the monitorable targets for the 

Tenth Plan is "All villages to have sustained access to potable drinking water within 

the Plan period". 

Out of the 14.22 lakh habitations in the country, the number of partially-covered and 

not covered habitations was 55,067 as on 1.4.2005. The strategies for rural water 

supply revolve around three district inter-related 
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5.00 P.M. 

issues, namely, (i) accelerating the coverage of remaining uncovered 

habitations with safe drinking water systems, (ii) to promote sustainability of safe 

drinking water systems ...(Interruptions)... Sir, I would like to bring these things to 

the notice of the hon. Members. If I lay it on the Table, then maybe 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You, please carry on. Carry on 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRIV. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, if Jairam Ramesh wants to go out, let him go 

out. We would like to listen to the hon. Minister. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, Mr. Jairam Ramesh is so much 

informed and always his ideas would be over-flowing. ...(Interruptions)... 

Sir, One of the six components of the Bharat Nirman Programme, which as you 

are aware, has been announced by the Finance Minister—of course, I know, Mr. 

Jairam also has given his input... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Contributed a lot. 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Yes, contributed a lot. I do acknowledge that. 

...(Interruptions).. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: That is the problem with the 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, One of the six components of the Bharat 

Nirman Programme announced by the Finance Minister in his Budget Speech of 

2005-06, is to provide drinking water to the remaining 55,067 habitations that are 

uncovered in four-year period from 2005-09. The other components proposed 

under the Bharat Nirman Programme are to tackle 3.09 lakh slipped back 

habitations. Sir, in these villages the water level has gone down and they are 

facing some problems. That is why, that is also being taken into consideration. 
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SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Megheji, will you please bear with me? I am 
going to come on this point by point. That is why, I would like to answer every 
point raised by the hon. Members. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: They are anxious to know how, by Subbarami 
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Reddy Resolution, Roti, Kapda and Makaan can be provided. Sir, it includes Paani 

which is the most important thing. Some of the hon. Members have pointed it out 

that if they don't have food, if they don't have clothing, if they don't have shelter, 

they can survive. But if they don't have paani, they cannot survive. 

{Interruptions). 

The total financial requirement is assessed as Rs. 25,300 crore. The 

allocation for the ongoing Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme is 

progressively being stepped up. Against Rs. 2,900 crore in 2004-05, Rs. 4050 

crore has been provided for the year 2005-06. 

As regards Urban Water Supply, the water supply coverage is 89 per cent on 

all-India basis. The issues in urban water supply inter alia include intermittent 

supply, low pressure, large percentage of unaccounted for water (line losses 

due to leakage and pilferage) etc. Assistance is provided to the States under the 

Accelerated Urban Water Supply Programme (AUWSP) for towns with 

population less than 20,000. This is being up-scaied under the National Urban 

Renewal Mission with assistance linked to reforms. 

A number of Members, including Shri Ram Narayan Sahu, Shri N. Jothi, Shri 

Moolchand Meena and Prof. Ram Deo Bhandary, have suggested interlinking of 

rivers to control the problems of floods and droughts and for irrigation purpose in 

order to raise agricultural production. In fact, some other Members who spoke 

today have drawn our attention to this particular problem. Shri Kripal Parmar 

expressed the view that Himachal Pradesh is reaping the benefits of successfully 

linking Sutlej and Beas rivers. With regard to interlinking of rivers, I would like to 

say that the National Water Development Agency (NWDA) has completed pre-

feasibility reports of all the 30 identified links. This I have mentioned earlier. 

Feasibility Reports for 12 links have also been completed. The NWDA is continuing 

with preparation of Feasibility Reports for the other links. The Ken-Betwa and 

Parbati-Kalisindh-Chambal links have been identified as priority links for preparation 

of Detailed Project Reports after consensus of the concerned States is 

obtained. Thus the interlinking of rivers is being pursued in a fully consultative manner 

and this fact has been brought to the notice of the hon. Supreme Court in 

October, 2004. 

The third point relates to providing houses to all slum dwellers and those 

who are economically backward. The hon. Member, 
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Shrimati Kum Kum Rai is not present here. She referred to this point. Hon. 

Members, including Shri Surendra Lath, Shri Ram Narayan Shau, and Shrimati 

Kum Kum Rai, have expressed their concerns about the conditions in which the 

slum dwellers have to live. We share their concern and I would like to state that 

the Government has been taking a number of steps to improve the living 

conditions of the slum dwellers. The Valmiki Ambedkar Awas Yojana (VAMBAY) 

was introduced in 2001-02 to meet the long-standing gap in programmes for 

slum-dwellers, viz. provision of a shelter or upgrading the existing shelter of 

people living below the poverty line in urban slums. Under VAMBAY, the 

Government of India provides 50 per cent Central subsidy while the States have 

the option to mobilise its matching portion of 50 per cent from other sources, 

such as their own budget provision, resources of local bodies, loans from other 

agencies.. (Interruptions).. 
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SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, my hon. friend will bear with me. They 

have taken so much time. Should I not explain what the Government is doing? As I 

have already said, Sir, if I place it on the table of the House, he may not look into it 

because he is very much concerned with the political developments. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: They said that they want the copies. 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN. Anyway, they are going to get it tomorrow 
morning itself...(Interruptions) However, Sir, I hope our friends would 
bear with me because I would like to put on record what is being done by our 
Government. 

Sir, under this scheme, 20 per cent of the total allocation is provided for 

sanitation and community toilets, to be built for the urban poor and slum 

dwellers. 

In addition, the National Slum Development Programme is meant for 

providing shelter and environmental upgradation for the urban slum dwellers. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, two-and-half hours for Private 

memebrs' business would be over by 5.06 and I need the consent of the House 

to continue till the reply is concluded....(interruptions)... In a couple 
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of minutes, it will be over ...(Interruptions)... It will be over in a couple of 

minutes. 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: In order to give further thrust, it is proposed 

to implement slum development in mission-mode under the National Urban 

Renewal Mission. A composite multi-pronged strategy for rural housing is in 

operation since 1999-2000. The Indira Awas Yojana, to which some of the 

Memebrs have already referred to, is the major scheme for construction of 

houses, to be given to the poor, free of cost. It has an additional component, 

namely, conversion of unserviceable Kutcha houses to semi-Pucca houses. 

Further, a Credit-cum-Subsidy Scheme for rural housing was launched from 

1.4.1999, targeting rural families having an annual income up to Rs. 32,000. In 

fact, there has been a suggestion to increase this. 

The fourth point has to do with the full implementation of the educational 

programme initiated by the Government. Sir, a number of Members including Shri 

Surendra Lath, Shri N. Jothi, Prof. Ram Deo Bhandary, Shrimati Jamana Devi Barupal 

and Dr. M.S. Gill have expressed concerns over differences in the levels of 

education between the public and private education, as well as, the high dropout 

rates prevailing in number of States, in this connection, I would like to state that the 

prime focus of the Government in the NCMP is on elementary education and on 

taking earnest steps to achieve the goal of Universalisation of elementary 

education. As you are aware, Sir, the 86th amendment of the Constitution has 

made free and compulsory ducation for all children in the age group of 6-14 

years, a justiciable Fundamental Right. The UPA Government is committed to 

implementing this Constitutional obligation by universalizing access to basic 

quality of education, with greater emphasis to cover all the unreached 

segments and social groups of child population including minorities. This is 

reflected insubstantially raising the allocation of funds for elementary education in 

subsequent years of current Five Year Plan. A two per cent education cess, as 

you are aware, Sir, has been levied, which is expected to yield about Rs. 5000 

crore per annum, a concrete step towards raising educational expenditure to six 

per cent of the GDP. A Prarambhik Shiksha Kosh, a non-lapsable fund, is being 

established and the proceeds of the education cess will go into this. The Sarva 

Shiksha Abhiyan, an all-comprehensive programme launched in 2001-02 is the 

main vehicle for achieving goals of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. The SSA covers 

the entire 
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country, addressing the needs of 210 million children in 11 lakh habitations, 8.84 

lakh existing primary and upper primary schools and Non-formal Education 

Centres, including Education Guarantee Scheme and Alternative Innovative 

Education Centres. Currently, 95 per cent of the total rural population is served 

directly by primary schools. Concerted efforts towards UEE have resulted in 

manifold increase in the number of institutions, teachers and students 

enrolment, and our hon. Members would be happy to know about it. The specific 

objective of the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. ...(interruptions)... 
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SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: All right, Sir, I will refer to some of the very 
important points. The Mid-day Meal Scheme has been revised and universalised 
at primary level from 1st September, 2004. In addition to providing free foodgrains 
to the States the Central Government also provides cost of conversion at the rate of 
Rs. 1/- per day, per child for converting foodgrains into cooked meals for 200 
days in a year. The transportation subsidy has been enhanced from Rs. 50/- 
per quintal to Rs. 75/- per quintal for all the States, and in respect of Special 
Category States, this has been enhanced to Rs. 100/- per quintal. I am only now 
referring to the important points to enable you people to go home as early as 
possible. Sir, when millions of people are suffering as they have pointed out and 
reeling under poverty, should they not have some patience to listen to how those 
problems have been dealt with? (Interruptions) Anyway, I would like to highlight 
some of the points and then I would like to conclude. A number of hon. Members, 
particularly, Shri Matilal Sarkar, Shri Surendra Lath and Shri RS. Gavai have raised 
the problem of unemployment in the country and have suggested measures like 
greater industrialisation, setting up of medium and small industries to raise the 
employment levels. In this regard I would like to submit that the Tenth Plan aims 
at creating 50 million employment opportunities against a total addition to the 
labour force of 35 million persons. The Tenth Plan has identified sector, sub-sectors 
which are labour-intensive, like Agriculture and Allied Activities, Food Processing, 
Rural Non-farm Sector, including Khadi and village Industries, Small and Medium 
Enterprises and Services sectors, including Health, Education, 
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Information Technology and Communication, where employment generating growth 

can be rejuvenated if right kind of sectoral policies can be put in place. The UPA 

Government will immediately enact a National Employment Guarantee Act. The Bill 

is already before the two Houses of Parliament. This will povide a legal guarantee 

for at elast 100 days of employment, to began with, on asset-creating public 

works programmes every year at minimum wages for, at least, one able-bodied 

person in every rural, urban poor and lower middle-class household. In the interim, 

a massive food for work programme will be started and it is already there in 

position. The National Rural Employment Guarantee Bill is already tabled in 

the Parliament. The sixth point is with regard to improving the agricultural 

sector which is very dear to me. Almost all the hon. Members who participated 

in the discussion have spoken about this and have expressed concern at the 

slowing down of the rate of growth of the agricultural sector in the last few years 

and have made valuable suggestions for raising the growth rate of agriculture. 

The Government is aware of the decline in growth rate in the agricultural sector 

and is taking a number of steps in enhancing the growth rate of agriculture 

sector. The National Common Minimum Programme has given top priority to 

the agricultural sector. Accordingly, the Government has increased the outlay for 

the agriculture and allied sectors substantially during the year 2004-05. 

The Plan outlay of the Department of Agriculture and Cooperation was 

increased to Rs. 2,650 crores from the previous year, representing a step-up 

of 22 per cent as compared to the year 2003-04 Plan outlay of Rs. 2,167 

crores. 

Sir, in view of the fact that water is a major constraint in large parts of the 

country, there is need to improve water use efficiency via micro-irrigation, which 

includes drip and sprinkler systems. The Government is considering a micro-

irrigation prgoramme that would help spread the network of sprinkler and drip 

irrigation throughout the country. 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH: Sir, I want to put a question to the hon. Minister. 

...(Interruptions)...Can he enlighten us on the programme of Bandhua 

Mazdoor Mukti?... (Interruptions). ..It is for bonded labour. How to free the bonded 

labour? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You can raise that matter seperately. 

...(Interruptions)... They want to know how many pages are still there! 
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SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, I am just concluding. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: They are interested in knowing how many pages 

are still there. 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, I will only point out some of the 

highlights. ...(Interruptions)... Sir, I am going to highlight the important points. 

SHRI JAIRAM RAMESH: Sir, the Minister is trying to be exhaustive. In the 

process, we are exhausted! 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You will never be exhausted! 

SHRI M.V. RAJSEKHARAN: Sir, one would certainly get exhausted when 

you deal with the problem of poverty concerning millions of people! 

...(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI M.V RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, the most important point which has been 

referred to is with regard to checking of the population growth. A number of 

Members have already referred to this matter Sir, as you are aware, we have 

called for the slowing down of the growth rate of population In this connection, I 

would like to say that the National Population Policy, 2000 aims at achieving the 

net replacement levels of total fertility rate by 2010 through vigorous 
implementation of inter-sectoral operational strategies. The long-term 

objective is to achieve population stabilisation by 2045, at a level consistent with 

the requirements of sustainable economic growth, social development and 

environment protection. Sir, I would like to just quote some figures here. India is on 

course in respect of the monitorable target of the Tenth Plan, reducing the decadal 

rate of population growth between 2001 and 2011 to 16.2 per cent. 

...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: This is the last point. 

SHRI M.V RAJESEKHARAN; Sir, this is the most important point which I would 

like to make. The projected decadal population growth for 2001- 2011 is 16.1 

per cent. Therefore, Sir, the Government is giving all the attention to see that 

the population growth is checked, and particularly the population growth is 

kept under control. 
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Sir, the eighth point is ...(Interruptions)... I am coming to the health sector. 

Sir, some Members, particularly Shri Surendra Lath, Shri Ram Narayan Sahu, 

Shri N. Jothi and Prof. Ram Deo Bhandary, have suggested that health care facilities 

have to be given the highest priority. Sir, while I agree with this viewpoint, I would 

like to say that a great deal has been achieved over the past 54 years in terms 

of expanding the reach of the health infrastructure across the country, and you 

must give the credit to the Congress Government which has done so well. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We are giving the credit. 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, the public sector has been organised largely 

to finance and deliver the curative care. Sir, as you are aware, our Government, 

the UPA Government, has already launched the National Rural Health Mission 

under which they are going to provide quality health care to all the villagers in the 

country. 

Sir, the Mid-Term Appraisal of the Tenth Five Year Plan has recommended the 

creation of an independent National Authority on Drugs and Therapeutics with the sole 

jurisdiction over licensing, manufacture, sale, pricing and quality control of 

drugs and medicines. 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I think you can highlight some of the points when 

we take up the Mid-term Appraisal of the Tenth Five Year Plan! 

SHRI M.V. RAJASEKHARAN: Sir, I am coming to the final poin. Finally, the 

ninth point of the Resolution relates to preparation and proper implementation 

of the economic policy with more Foreign Direct Investment. India has put in place a 

liberal, transparent and investor-friendly FDI Policy, wherein FDI up to 100 per cent is 

allowed under automatic route for most of the sectors. Recently, the Government 

has decided to allow FDI up to 100 per cent under the automatic route in 

townships, housing, built-up infrastructure and construction- development 

projects with changes in the guidelines relating to minimum area to be developed, 

etc. 

Sir, while presenting the Union Budget for 2005-06, the Union Finance Minister 

has mentioned about the Government's intention to further liberalise our Trade 

Policy. Sectors like automobile, software, telecommunication and electronics 

have benefited from FDI and assimilated themselves into the global production 

chain. This would generate employment. That is why I am referring to this 

point. 
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Sir, I have come to the last point.... (Interruptions)... I will take just one minute 

more. Please listen to me carefully. The Mid-Term Appraisal of the Tenth Five Year 

Plan has highlighted that globalisation is the defining characteristic of the world 

economy. With its diversified industrial base and skilled engineering and design 

manpower, India is well placed to take advantage of liberalisation of domestic 

and foreign trade to increase its share in global trade. 
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has stressed about the need for export promotion policy, utilising the natural 

complementarity of FDI with export activity, particularly access to markets. 

Sir, in view of all these things, it may be seen that all the points raised 

by Dr. Subbarami Reddy, our good friend, and other hon. Members have 

received adequate attention of the Government and action is being taken 

by the Government on all fronts. In view of this, I would request our hon. 

friend, Dr. Subbarami Reddy, to withdraw his Resolution. Thank you very 

much.  
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DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Sir, now let me inspire, stimulate and electrify 

our friends with the power of Lord Balaji by quoting one shlok: 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is not gone on record. There is no English 

translation. You have not given notice. 

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: What I am saying, In English, is that great 

patriots have sacrificed their lives, offered their hot blood at the lotus feet of Bharat 

Maata, broken the couplings of slavery of the British people and got 

independence. This is a great country and we must make this country the 

greatest country in the world. This must be the slogan to be remembered by 

everybody in this country. 

I am extremely happy that Mr. Rajasekharan has simply enthralled and made 

us spellbound by his lengthy speech on all the Government commitments. We 

must remember that it is the great leader, Indira Gandhi, 
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who successfully brought down the number of people living below poverty line from 

57 per cent to 37 per cent. It was she who had talked about the Twenty Point 

Programme and given more facilities to the poor people. Now, he has given an 

extensive reply stating so many commitments of the Governments. We all feel 

proud that the UPA has given so many things. The people of India are fortunate 

to have the rule of our Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and the UPA 

Chairman, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi, and are extremely happy. 

Now, what I briefly want is water. As regards water, what is immediately required 

in the States is minor irrigation. The river water is going to the Sea. You have 

got crores of rupees under the schemes of the Central Government. Sir, minor 

irrigation needs a little money. In one-and-a-half years, it gives results. In a 

State, in a mandal, if you recreate one minor irrigation project, when the rain 

comes you can store water for minor irrigation. You will have to spend a little 

amount. That will help you to provide drinking water and underground water will 

also improve. Now we have been thinking of doing it in all the States in a big 

way. So far as interlinking of rivers is conserned, I support it. Yes, it will take 

time. So far as construction of irrigation projects is concerned, it takes time. 

Immediately, what we need to do is, the Central Government must have a 

comprehensive, mechanised system and they must coordinate with the States 

in order to see that in every State, particularly in the ribal and Backward States 

and very poor States, where the people are sufering from water, nobody suffers, 

:" ���� �� �"ह  � �ह!� �!� �� ह, 
ह� ह)7 It can be done with a very small amount. 

You don't have to give the entire money. There is a need for coordination. 

Nobody is doing that. Everbody is just thinking aout it. But nothing is happening 

because of lack of coordination, lack of communication, lack of understanding, 

lack of concentration and determination. 

So far as population is concerned, the Minister has talked about a lot of 

schemes. We do agree with that But still you have to sह�!&��� ��  ��, �(���� 
�
�� ह) 7 You cannot do it by force. You have to make them understand, particularly in 

rural areas. The poor people have got a wrong notion that if they have more 

children, they would be able to earn more by sending 
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them for jobs. It is a wrong notion. Now you have to tell them that if you have 

more children, there will be more diseases, more problems and more mental agony, 

�� (� �
 "�$�� 7 Therefore, you should not have more children. You have to do that 

nicely and in an amicable way. 

The Minister has already talked about drinking water. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He has covered everthing. He has not left 

anything for your comments. 

DR. T.SUBBARAMI REDDY: My last point is this.  :�  � +!� ह, "�$��7 You 

go to any railway station, �!+ �� ��� ह) �� 
�� #, ; � ह� "��� �
 ���� �,1 ��N� 
��d�$  ,�� हQ 7 It is really a matter of great grief for the modern civilization. In Andhra 

Pradesh, the Government has started a scheme whereby in all the railway 

stations they would construct small shelters to help the people. Now the Central 

Government must have a scheme. You will not get-roti, kapada or makan with a 

magic wand. It takes time. But my point is, in all the railway stations, you must 

see that nobody sleeps without a cloth or without a bed sheet. They must be 

provided with some shelter in the railway stations and they should not be allowed 

to sleep on the floor, �ह �!(lq��?50 ह) 7 You also see to it that they do not suffer. 

Wherever you go, you will see beggars...(Interruptions). .If you go, it will send a 

wrong message. 

 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: They are not walking out.  
y� ��/� ��  �#$ घ
 
"��� ह)7 

DR. T SUBBARAMI REDDY: In conclusion, I congratulate the Minister. He has 

done very good work and given a very good message. I would again request 

him to introduce some of these things. Therefore, I withdraw this Resolution. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He has taken note of it. There is no need to explain 

it. 

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Sir, I am withdrawing the Resolution. 

SHRI M.V.RAJASEKHARAN: I would request him to withdraw the 

Resolution. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Has he the leave of the House to withdraw the 

Resolution? 

The Resolution was, by leave, withdrawn. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The House is adjourned till 11.00 a.m. on 

Monday, the 22nd August, 2005. 

The House then adjourned at twenty-nine minutes past five of the clock till 

eleven of the clock on Monday, the 22nd August, 2005. 
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